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Sm'AMARY

This thesis is based on a study of the behaviour of the
multiple burnbr systems. The influence of number of burners,
their separation and degree of swirl on the interaction of
multiple gaseous turbulent diffusion flames, for different con-
figurations chosen, has been investigated. A single flame has
been studied as a reference flame to provide information for the
comparison with multiple systems.

The temperature and concentration profiles within the flames
have been determined using thermocouples and a semi-continuous gas
sampling system in conjunction with a gas chromatograph.

Three orthoganol mean velocity components in the annular air
stream of a single isothermal swirling jet have been measured
using a hot wire anemometer and by the application of a four
point measurement technique developed within the department.

Multiple flame systems were found to be less stable against
blow-off compared to single flames and the blow-off limit shifted
towards the fuel rich region aB the swirl was reduced. At low
swirl levels and minimum separation the centre flames were lifted
off the burner rim and were frequently blown-off.

At separations of less than four exit diruneters, the overall
flame length increased with a decrease in burner separation and
increase in number of burners. At large~ separations the flame
length of the group reduced to that of a single flame at the same
swiI'llevel.

Flame temperature was found to be very sensitive to burner
spacing and numbeI' of burners. Burner crowding ls sho\v.nto
reduce the entrainment of the ambient ail'and the rate of mixing
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wi thin the flames thus resuJ.ting in delayed combustion. Never-
the1ess the temperature profile of a multiple system was found
to approach that of a single burner as the separation was
increased to more than two exit diameters.

At the minimum separation concentration profiles showed high
unburnt fuel ~d low oxygen concentrations on the axis between
the flames where the turbulence intensities were expected to be
low. Significantly high carbonmonoxide concentrations were
recorded in the multiple flames due to improper combustion.

The multiple flame systems showed a slower approach to
complete combustion. Vfuenthe adjacent burners are far apart
the large scale mixing between the fuel and the air is increased
greatly.

A dilution factor.has been described and computed using the
measured gas concentration data which indicates the degree of
dilution as a consequence of the entrainment of the surrounding
air into the flame. The degree of dilution at a flame point 1s
deoreased as the number of burners is increased and the degree of

swirl is decreased.
For flames separated by more than two burner exit diameters

there was no signifioant interactiOn. When the burners are
adjaoent to one another interaction reaches a maxim~
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM AND
AIMS OF THE STUDY

1.1 The Gene~al Piot~e,
In enginee~ing p~aotice groups of burne~s are often used

rather than a la~gestngle burner of the same oapaoity •
..

It is
required to maintain high mixing ~ateB in the individual jets
in o~de~ to achieve stable oonditions whioh are easily cont~011ab1e
for va~iations in fuel and air flow rates. In a single turbulent
diffusion flame, chemical reaotion and heat and mass transfer
processes in the flame are largely controlled by the turbulent
mixing prope~ties of the flow. Heat, mass and momentum t~ansfer
within the flow is dependent upon the random turbulent motion
superimposed on the time-mean flow. When a group of'such flames
is considered, it is advantageous to know how adjacent flames
will behave and which a~e the major pa~ameters affecting the

.rate'~f ~cact10n and heat and mass transfer processes in such
systems.

Although a multiple burner system has advantages over a
large single b~ner, such a system has neither been fully studied
or understood. In the past, emphasis Was directed ma1nly toward
single flame study. A large amount of information on single
laminar and turbulent flames exists but these have not answered
many of'the fundamental questions concerning multiple flame
behaviour. In recent years, multiple flame studies rece1ved
more attention. Emphasis has been placed on obtaining
information on these variables which will lead to a basic
understanding of the behaviour and characteristios of multiple
flames.
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VVhen the individual jets of the mul,tiple flame system are
distant from each other, the flame from eaeh jet can be
considered as a single flame and analyzed as such, As the
distance between each jet is reduced, the flruneswill start to
inrluence one another. Such conditions will be termed
"interacting flames ". As the separation 1s reduced, each
flame starts touching the adjacent ones and they can even
combine together to form a single flame. This condition is
termed as "merging" •
1.2 The Particular InterestL

Multiple burner systems are commonly used in industrial
size boilers, reheating furnaces, process heating furnaces and
rockets. The Admiralty, who initially proposed this research
topic, uses muJ.tiple burners in Marine type boilers with the
requirements of very high heat output in a considerably small

volume. A tYpical marine type boiler as shown in plate (l-a)
has closely packed mu1tiple burners positioned on one wall
firing directly into the cubic cambustion chamber. Some of the
methods used in firing of marine boilers are given by
Hardcastle (1). The type of air registers used by the
Admiralty have swirlers and the resultant jet is stabilized by
a recirculation zone downstream of the swirler (2),(3).

The general reason for the preference of a multiple burner
system is the numerous advantages it can provide over a single
burner. These advantages can be summarized as follows:

a) Ease of obtaining a more ur.1form combustion and heat
flux distribution within the furnace.

b) Avoiding the technical diffioulties which are
associated with making very large single burners during the
design of high capacity furnaoes.
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c) Increased operating range owing to the possibility
of turning one or more burners off to decrease furnace capaci~.

d) Avoiding the dangers of burner failure which could
result in se~ious losses if a single burner is used.

e) Possibility of changing burners or even the type of
fuel used without seriouslY interrupting the furnace operation.

In spite of these advantages, problems arising from flame
interaction can be quite detr~ental to the combustion system.
Some of the important e:f':f'ectacan be 6'UIIlI1la.rizedas follows:

a) Low frequency oscillations within the combustion
chamber which could damage the system.

b) Flame sw!tching, where the overall flame configuration
may change and cause uneven heat distribution.

c) Preferential crowding of the flames to one wall of
the combustion chamber.

d) Blow-off of one or more of the flames and subsequent
reduction in the efficiency of energy output.

e) Lengthening or shortening of the flames resulting in
wall ~pingement and bad heat distribution.

f) Poor mixing giving rise to improper combustion.
1.3 The Objectives of the Study,

The aerodynamic 1nteraction of a multiple jet system is
oonsidered to be the most ~portant factor which governs the
overall interference. Allen (4)studied the principal factors
which effect the interference of multiple jets under isothermal
conditions. In order to achieve a better understanding at the
extent of jet interaction in multiple jet systems it Was
decided to study the multiple jets under burning conditions.
When the results of this research are coupled with Allen's (4)
results on aerodynamic faotors governing the system, wider
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information about multiple flame processes can be obtained.
To aohieve this it was necessary to discover how a burning
turbulent jet would behave in the presence of other s~ilar
neighbouring jets at close prox1m1ty. Since the mass flow
rate of fuel and air were kept constant in each burner the
inoreased flame lengths and changes in gas concentrations and
flame temperatures along the flames in the group arrangements
could be attributed to flrume interaction in such systems.

The main objectives of this research progrrunme are to study
both quantitativelY and qualitatively the effects of burner
separation, degrees of swirl and number of burners for different
arrays of turbulent swirling gaseous jet diffusion flames.
1.4 Outline of the Research Programme.

The research programme can be divided into two main
categories: "Single jet investigations" and "Multiple flame
studies". These can also be subdivided within themselves as
fol.lows.
a) Single jet investigations.

i) Isothermal flow studies of the single jet with
varying degrees of swirl.

ii) Flame studies of a single flame at different
swirl l.evels.

b) Multiple flame studies at various swirl levels.
i) Two burner system with various separations.
1i) Three burners in line with two different

separa tiona.
i11) Four burners in square fo~
iv) Five burners (four burners forming a square and

the fifth at the centre).
More details of the burner configurations stUdies are given in
Chapter (4).
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1.5 General Concepts Applied to Turbulent Jet Flows.
1.5.1 Two Dimensionali ty in Jets,
Physica~ly all jets are three dimensional. Veloc1 ties may

only be defined by assigning three components generally in the
axial (u), radial (v) and tangential (w)~d1rections. The axial
velocities are in general dominant and velocity fluctuations and
turbulent stresses are always present in all three dimensions;
although they are non-isotropic, i.e. the three components of
ve~ocity f~uctuations and turbulent stresses are not equa~ in
all three directions. In the case of round jets, a cylindrical
co-ordinate system (x, r, ¢) 1s generally convenient to use.
In axi-symmetric jets which remain symmetrical about the central
axis, at any one axial position the jet properties are only
dependent upon the radial position. Therefore in practice,
since ~d¢ * 0, it is onlY necessary to obtain measurements in
arzy-plane passing through the jet axiS, thus axi-symmetric jets
are mathematically described as being two dimensional.

1.5.2 Regions and Properties of a SWirling Axi-
SY!I¥!letricJet,

The tangential and axial velocity profiles of a jet with
strong swirl will be as in Fig. (l). This swirl is produced
near the jet exit either by a system of vanes in the path of the
jet fluid or by introduot1on of a fluid, (mostly a1r) tangent-
1ally at the same pOint. W1thin the jet, the centrifugal forces
and the pressure forces balance each other BO that the equat10n
dp/dr = P w2/r is satisfied. This radial pressure gradient
results in a central core within the jet which has a lower
pressure than the ambient pressure at the nozzle. This, in
turn, res~ts in an adverse axial pressure gradient so that
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the flow reverses in direction and a central torroidal vortex
is set up when the degree of swirl is sufficiently high. Under
the effects of this vortex the outer boundaries of the jet
expand rapidly. Due to this vortex, the potential core brerucs
down much faster and thus the flame is fully developed at much
closer proximities to the nozzle of a jet with strong swirl as
compared to a non-swirling je~ Ref~rences (4,5,6,7,8,9)
contain experimental and theoretical investigations of weakly
to very strongly swirling jets.

The recirculation zone in a swirling jet increases the
flame stability by the recirculation of hot combustion products
into the cold fuel-air stream and by acting as a direct heat
supply. It also decreases the axial velocities to a suffic-
iently low level to prevent blow-off and thus the jet flame
which results is shorter wider and more intense. Near the jet
axis the swirling flow is of the type termed "forced vortex" or
IIsolid body rotation" where the tangential velocity component
inoreases linearly with the radial distance from the axis.
At positions away from the axis the swirling flow is of the
type termed.'n-ee vortex "in Which the tangential velocity
decreases hyperbolically \v1th the radial distance from the burner
axis.

The degree of swirl of a jet can be quantitatively defined
by deriving a dimensionless swirl number S (5) depending on
axial flux of linear and angular momentum (Gx and G¢ respectively)
as well as R, the jet radius.

Thus swirl number will be

S = •••••••••• (1.1)
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The values of O¢ and Ox for the case of a forced vortex
flow with a uniform distribution of the axial velocity at the
orifice (when W = Wm • (l:.R)and U = ii ) are determined from

o mo
the following equations (5),

R

2rrp/
2- 1 - - • R3O¢ e r uw Or = 2 1f. P • u • wmo rna

0

r r(ne _ ~ i]2) -2 2 02
Ox = 21rp dr = 1fpUm •R (1-4')

0
0

••• (1.2)

••• (1.3)

Wm
where o 0= -um

0

So G~ ~Os (1.4)= = 02 ••••••••••
Gx • R 1-""4

Where the subscript 0 refers to maximum values at the
orifice. A plot of S calculated from S = (0/2)/(1-02/4) vs G
Is given in Fig. (2). vVhen compared with the experimental
values of S it is seen that the agreement although excellent
below G = 0.4, 1s not as good at higher G values and in this
range S = (G/2)/(1-(0/2» fits the points much better.

Definitions Applied to Desoribe Turbulent Flows.
A Cartesian co-ordinate system (x,y,z) is used to define

the system, the x axis cotnoiding with the axis of symmetry of
the jet. Assuming that the flow field can be split into
three component mean velocities (0., v, w) and instantaneous
fluctuating velocities (u·',v', W').in the x, y and z directions
respectively, at a pOint at any 1nstant of time the instantaneous
velocities oan be given as
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u = u + u' •, -v = v + v' •, -w = w + w' ·,
Thus the time menn average terms can be given as

., •,

If the root moan squares (RMS) of velocity fluctuations in x,y
and z directions are represented by

•, •, respectively
then a local turbulence intensity can be defined for each
direction as:

1

!-:?-}i
_1

I = (~~"2 • I = • I = (w,2}2
x , - , y - , z -u v w

For a swirling jet the velocity fluctuations in all three
directions are comparable in magnitude and the total local
turbulence intensity is defined as:

=
~ -:2 ·-;2i(u' + v' + w' )

(-2 -2 -w2)iu + v +

Similarly there will be stresses formed within the flow
field and the turbulent normal stresses are derined ns:

_pv,2 •, ~-pw' •, ~put •,
the turbulent shear stresses nre defined ns:

-pu'v' -• -pu'w' • -pw'v' •, , ,
and the local kinetio energy or turbulence is defined ns:

KE ~ + ;.-,: + ~ 2= = I (TOT)-2 + ;2 + v?-u
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Because the kinetic energy of matter is proport10nalto the
square of the velocity the numerator is proportional to the
ene~gy of fluctuation whereas the denominator ls proportional to
the energy due to mean veloc1ty.

The average d1~eotion of motion of molecUles within a jet
c~ be defined using the st~eam function W which may be defined
as

= J~ii • 1> • dr •••••••••• (1.5)
0

and the total stream tunct10n 'ITT can be caLcul.ated by

WT = r p s , rdr •••••••••• (1.6)
0

Since the total axial mass flowrate at any oross section
downstream of the nozzle exit may be defined as:

-p • 21T• U • r • d.r = 21T WT •••••• (1.7)
o

~d also the original mass flowrate from the nozzle may be
defined as:

= (
o

-p • 21T. U l' dr = 21T Wo •••••••••• (1.8)

where Vo ls the value of *T evaluated at the nozzle ex1t.
Thus the :relat1ve total ax1al maas flowra te will be

= ~ o •••••••••• (1.9)

A jet entrains the surrounding fluid across 1ts boundar1es
as a result of momentum exohange between the jet and surroundings.
The amount of entrainmen t will mainly depend upon the exchange
ooeffioients and the local velocity gradient. The amoun t 01"
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surrounding fluid entrained can be quite considerable, i.e. a
turbuJ.ent jet entrains fluid equivalent to the nozzle fluid mass
flow ~ate fo~ about every three nozzle diameters' distance along
the jet axis. For a constant density system (la), entrained
mass is given as:

= 0.32 a - 1 •••••••••• (1.10)

A more general equation for a non-constant density system is
similarly given as

1

(~)2= 0.32 Po
x(i-l •••••••• (1.11)

where
•• Mass entrained downstream of the nozzle.
•• axial pos ition.

nozzle diameter.d ••

By applying the ooncept of the equivalent nozzle diameter
based on the conservation of'momentum flux, Beer and Chigier (11)

extended several general relationships of round free jets to
more complex systems. With no external foroes aoting, the
axial momentum flow at the nozzle exit Will be

••••••• (1.12)

For a non-constant density system the jet entrains ambient
fluid of'density Ps and due to high entrainment rate the density
with~ the jet boundaries approaches the density of the
surroundings within a short distance from the nozzle exit. The
momentum flux for this system is given as:

d 2 1Te
4

p U 2s 0 •••••••••• (1.13)=
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•••••••••• (1.14)

From eg. (1.12) and (1.13)

it is possible to calculate the equivalent nozzle diameter fram
the following equation if the mass flow rate and the momentum
flux are known.

•••••••••• (1.15)

1.5.4 Characteristics of Double Conc~ntric Jets,
Double concentric jets are compound jets consisting of a

central jet surrounded by a coaxial annular jet. In their
fully developed regions (8-10 nozzle diameters downstream) the
two jets combine and show flow patterns stmilar to those of
round jets. In this region the behaviour of the combined jet
can be predicted from the combined mass flow rates and jet
momenta. The region close to the nozzle is strongly affected
by the size and geometry of the interface separating the central
and annular jets. Beoause of its effect on flame stability,
this region has a special i~portance for combustion studies.

In coaxial jets there is a displacement of the jet origin.
Values of the disp1aoement of the origin of the jet for a wide
range of values of the annular to central jet velocity ratio ~
of ooaxial jets have been determined experimentally by Chigier

,
and Beer (12). The value of the equivalent nozzle diameter
de' for a double coaxial jet system was oalculated as

2(Mo + Ma)
d 'e --

1T P (G + G r!o a
•••••••••• (1.16)
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where:
Mo = mas B flow rate of the oentral jet.
Ma = mass 1'lowrate of the annular jet.
Go = momentum f'lux of'the oentral jet.
Ga - momentum flux 01'the annular jet.-
Mean ex!t velooi ty U 0 ' through the central nozzle of'

o
diameter d, is taken as the characteristic velocity of'the central
jet. The nozzle geometry and intensity of turbulence generated
prior to the nozzle exit control the length of'the potential core.
Fig.(3) shows that for very low values of~, i.e. ~ = 0.08, the
oentre line velocity remains constant approximately for a distance
of four central nozzle di~eters, and then follows the hyper-
bolic decay of - d 'lJ.m 6.4 e (1.17)- = ••••••••••-u x + Si00

In Fig.(3) it is also shown that while the value of'A is
increased the length of the potential core is decreased and
veloc1ty decays muoh faster. For the case of). e: 2.35 where
the oentral jet 1s completely absorbed by the annular jet, at
a distance of'3 d reverse velocity is measured on the centre
line. The annular jet can be treated similarly by taking
~ (D2 - D1) as the characteristic length and. the annular
mean exit velocity U as the charaoteristio velocity, whereao
~ and D2 are the inner and outer diameters of'the annular
orifice respectivelY. To specity the potential core of'the
annular jet is not very easy. Chigier and Beer (12) have shown
in Fig.(4) that as the central jet velocity ia increased, the
length of the annular potential core is reduoed and the decay
of the maximum annular veloc1ty is increased until A = 0.08,
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and the annular jet is absorbed, after a distance of (D:rDI)=l,
wi thin the confines of the central jet.
1.6 General Inf'ormation on Flames,

1.6.1 General Behaviour of Turbulent Diffusion Flames,
Large industrial furnaces usually employ diffusion ~pe

flames in which fUel and oxidant are issued either unmixed or
only partlY premixed and the mixing occurs within the combustion
chamber in conjunction with the combustion prooess. Under such
conditions mixing properties of the turbulent flow are solely
responsible for the mass transfer and most of the heat transfer
within the flrone. Heat, mass and momentum transfer within the
flow is dependent upon the random turbulent motion superimposed
on the time-mean flow. The rate controlling step in suoh a
prooess is the turbulent "dieintegrationll of'the reaotants and
the mixing is completed by molecular diffusion of the reaotants
into the cores of very small turbulent eddies. The oxidant and
fuel must be sufficiently mixed at the root of the flame for any
oombustion to be possible. But even with a thoroughly mixed
combustible, sufficient sensible heat must be supplied to
provide the energy of aotivation for ignition. This 1s supplied
by the back flow of the heat of combustion to the ~eshmixture
by conveotion and radiation. The contribution due to radiation
i8 often negligible in gas flames, At the vioini ty of the
ignition zone owing to the turbUlent exchange across the
ignition front there is suff10ient oonveotive baQk flow of'heat
for flame stabilization. This mechanism 1s muoh faster than the
moleoUlar heat oonduotion in laminar oombustion waves and

beoomes dominant totally as the strerunvelocities are increased
beyond a certain critioal value. This turbulent exchange ls
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not always fast enough to stabilize the flame at the burner
exit and the mixture oan either blow-oft' or the flame front can
move some distance away from the burner where the stream
velocities are lower. Therefore to enable the use of smaller
combustion chambers and to,.ensure the ign1tion of the mixture I

the generation of high turbulence intensities near the burner
exit is quite desirable.

In praotice one or more reverse flow zones will achieve
this objeotive by oarrying hot combustion products back to the
fresh mixture just leaving the burner.

The reverse floW regions could be either external or
internal to the flame. In external reciroulation hot gases in
the oombustion chamber surrounding the flame are reoirculated
through the external flame boundary and merge into the maL~
flame thus hea ting the miX ture. In the case of internal
reverse flow, recircUlation ocours within the main forward flow
of the jet. This can either be 1n the for.m of a wake flow
behind a bluff body as in Fig. (5.). or by the statio pressure
defect which can cause the flow on the jet axis to be reversed
due to a swirling motion imparted to the oombustion air stream
before it issues from the burner as in Fig. (6.).

Changes in flame shape will occur as the flow rate of fuel
issuing from a nozzle is progressivelY inoreased. The
diffusion flames increase in length as the nozzle velocity is
increased up to a critioal value, then the tip of the flames
becomes unsteady and beg1ns to fluttAr. Aa the velooity is
increased a noisy turbulent flame brush starts forming at a
definite point along the flame where breakdown of the laminar
flow occur-a and a turbulent jet develops. The distance from
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the nozzle to the beginning of that turbul.ent brush is called
the breakpoint length. With further increase in velocity, the
breakpoint length decreases, and the fully developed turbulent
flame condition is reached ,vhen the breakpoint shifts close to
the nozzle. Hottel and Hawthorne (13), (20) determined
characteristic flame length and breakpoint length curves as a
function of jet velocity.

The length of a turbulen t diff'Usion-:f'X'eeflame is generally
dependent upon the fUel properties and the diameter of the burner
used. Guenther (21) derived the following semi-empirica1
formul.a giving the flame length in terms of nozzle diameter.

where

L = 6 (Ea + 1) (Jl.) i-
d PF ••••••••••

E = Stoiohiometric air/fuel weight ratio.s
p = Fuel gas density.

~ - Mean flame density.-

(1.18)

Sinoe mean flame density is found to be almost the same for
various gaseous fuels, Lld varies with Ea and p only. For
natural gas expected flame length wi thin l~ aocuracy is:

~ = 6 (17.25 + 1) ( 0.042~)i
0.012 = 199

For the type of burners used in this researoh, the above
formul.a does not apply. First of all, it does not cover the
fully turbulent flame oond1 tions and secondly the burner geometry
1s not taken into consideration.

1.6.2 Flame Stabilization and the Influenoe of Swirl
qn Flame Properties,

A stable flame is defined to be one that neither flashes
baok no!'blows off after the ign1 tion 01' the combust1b' ..e mixture.
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Under certain conditions the flame front is at a considerable
distance away from the burner exiti such flames are still
considered to be stable but the ones which are stable close to
the nozzle exit are preferable. An unstable flame can be made
stable by creating a zone or boundary layer within the flame in
which the velocities are different from that in the main stream
and are lower than the velocity of flame propagation.
Velocity gradients must not exceed the critical boundary velocity
gradients at which flame stretoh occurs. Although flames can be
stabilized using several different means, setting up recircul-
ating flows in enclosed jet systems, in the central region of
swirling jets and in the wake of'bluff bodies are the most
effective and practical methods of achieving this objeotive.

In systems used in practice, the relative variations of
burning velocity as wel1 as the variations of the flow velocity
must be considered Owing to the fact that the burning velocity
will vary as a funotion of space. Several workers have devised
models to predict the limits between which a flame will be
stable (14-19). They are·all s~ilar except for the relative
importance they have placed on the fluid mechanics and the
ohemical kinetics aspects of their approach. The main concern
of'these models is to restriot the stable ~egion between the
blow-off·and flash baok velocities at a given mixture ratio.

The main effect of imparting a swirling motion to the
oombustion air strerun is the production of an internal reduced
or reversed velocity region within the flow system. Thora are
very high intensities of turbulence on the boundaries between
this reverse flow region and the forward flowing main stre~
Beoause the ruel is generally injected into the reverse floW
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region, the main aotion of the swi~l is to aooelerate the mixing
between the fuel and the oxidant and thus increase the combustion
1ntensi ties. Such a system will be self stabilizing whatever
the load on it might be owing to the increase in the ~ev~sed
mass flow rate caused by any tncrease in the forwa~d flow. The
flame may still blow off at very high loads but this will be due
to effects of reaction kinetics. In Fig.~7) a typical stream-
line pattern of a swirling jet issuing f'rama cylindrical
annular nozzle into a large combustion chamber obtained by
Chigier and Beer ~22) is sho~ In such a burner fuel would be
lnjectedthrough the central pipe into the reversed flow region.
The resultant jet flame would be shorter and wider than a
oorresponding non-swirling flame and the overall combustion
intensity will be much greater. The size and shape of such a
flame can be varied between wide limits by changing the degree of
swirl imparted to the jet. The generation of reverse flow
zones by swirl has been demonstrated by photographs in flames
by Swithenbank and Chigier (23).

For the trpe of system investigated maintaining the
stability by swirl in particular when combined With a divergent
burner exit was found to be very effective. Even though a
swirler requires more fan power compared to a diao or wedge type
stabiliser it has the advantage that in contrast to bluff body
wakes the blockage in swirling jets is entirely aerodynamic and
there 1s no need for a aolid surface that is exposed to high
temperature and to the effects of coke depositionwh1ch ooours
on bluff bodies in heterogeneous oombustion systems. There are
two main methode of produoing swirl; by supplying the fluid to
the jet tangentially or by positioning a swirler with vanes to
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imp9.l'ta rotational motion to the fluid passing through the
swir1er.

The flame stabil! ty and the miXing rate of a muJ.t1ple flame

system is higher if swirling jets are used and the adjacent jets
are "out of mesh" where the swirl velocity of the adjacent jets
oppose each other rather than "in mesh" where the swirl
velocities of the adjaoent jets concur. To obtain this stability
"out of mesh" Bwirling jets are used in this researoh.

Frioker and Leuckel (26) investigated swirl stabilisation
of high jet momentum natural gas flames and provided detailed
information on burner design.

1.6.3 Conoentration of Species in Flames.
Combustion is a rapid process, and within a flame several

reaotions occur at a very rapid rate. Information on the rate
of mixing and the reaotion kinetics of combustion can be obtained
by determining complete oonoentration profiles of different gas
components at eve~ pOint within the flame. During the
evaluation of the gas oomposition Hawthorne et al. (13) have
derived a quantity named significant concentration based on a
conversion of the gas sample to its equivalent oomposition prior
to any combustion, and identified the fraction of the converted
sample which came from the nozzle. The mole traotion of nozzle
fluid in a sample (C) is known as the nozzle fluid conoentration.
The mole traction of nozzle fluid in an unburned stoiohiometrio
mixture of'nozzle fluid and air 1s Cm- In this research a
similar correlation 1s made by using the oarbon from the ruel as
a traoer and making a oarbon balance to calculate the amount of
air entrained at each point.
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The mass fraction of species i is defined as:

=

The m01e fraction of species i is defined as:

Nil LN1

Therefore Xi =

Where

Where Mi represents the molecular weight of species i.

The concentration data in this research is represented as
percentage where % conoentration of species 1. Xi x 100.

1.6.4 Some goncepts of Flwne.
The ve10city with which a plane flame front moves normal to

its surface through the adjaoent unburnt gas is called the
burning velocity. It varies with the nature and concentration
of the gas mixture and initial gas temperature. Dugger and.

He~el (24) found that burning ve1ocity, Su' of methane-air
mixtures rises from 40 cm/sec at 3200 K to 120 at 5800 K.
Burning velocity has a praotical importance in flame stabili-
zation and theoretical importance in the flame propagation
theories. Since a plane flame front can only be observed
under extremely special conditions several complications arise
in measuring burning velocity. In general the flame front is
either curved or it is not normal to the velocity of the gas
stream. Several methods of measurement are giv~ by Gaydon
and Wolfhard (25).

The back pressure of a flame is imparted due to the
aoceleration of the flame gaaes as they paSS through the reaction
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zone. It varies with the burning velocity and ~or slow
~lames back pressure will be too small to measure; thus for
natura~ gas-air ~lame sit wi~l only be at mo st abou t 0.001 mm
of water. For fast flames, however, back pressure will be
oonsiderable and may even be used to determine the burning
velocity.

1.6.5 Notations Used to Define Mixing in Flames.
Some derived quantities have been defined by Hemsath (27)

to aid in the quantitative desoription of some properties of
flames such as the amount of mixing, the effectiveness of mixing
and the extent of cQmbustion at any specifio point within the
flame. These quantities are defined as follows:

a) The aerodynamic mixing factor MA: This value compares
the air to fuel ratio at a flame point to that at the burner input.
It is defined as:

(Mass of air/Mass ,Offuel)flgme point,
(Mass of air/Mass of fuel)input

Theoretically
MA ~ 1

MA = 1

MA" 1

indicates an excess of fuel.
indicates complete mixing.
indicates an exoess of air.

,
But in practice and especially at the outer regions of an open
burner, this ratio is always higher than unity due to entrain-
ment of atmosphet'icair into the flame.

,
b,~ The stoichiometric mixing faotor Ma: This value

oompares the air to fuel ratio at a flame point to the
stoichiometric air to fuel rat10 of the fuel being used, it i8
defined as:

M =8

(Mass of air/Mass of fuel)~l i t
J. ame po n

(Mass of a~/Ma8s of fuel) t i hi t ~8 0 come r...o
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These two mix1ng factors are not linearly independent and the
relation between them can be given as

where e is the fraction of excess air employed. It is evident
that

Ma < 1 indicates insufficient air ~or the completion of
l

the fuel combustion.
MS = 1 indicates just sufticient air to complete the

combus tion.
Ms > 1 indicates an excess 01' air over that required to

camplete the combustion at the point in question.
These two factors can represent the extent of large scale

mixing quite satisfactorily but the determining factor in
combustion is the mixing at the molecular level. This
unfortunately is not directly observable but beoause the rate
of combustion is on the average an order at ten higher than that
of molecular diffusion, mixing at the moleoular level C~ be
assumed to be the rate determining step in combustion reactions
and the scale can be estimated depending upon the extent of
possible combustion.

0) Degree of oxidation N: This is a measure 01' the
extent 01' the combustion. It 1s given as:

N = Mass of 02 reacted.

(Mass of 02 reacted + Mass 01' 02 required to complete
the reaction)

N = 0 indicates no combustion,
N = 1 indicates complete combustio~

and N will be between these two values in case of incomplete
combus tion. The combustion can be incomplete owing to two
faotors:
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i) The stoichiometr1c mixing factor at the point in
questaon can be below 1meaning that there is not enough oxygen
to take the reaction to completion.

ii) ~though the oxygen required for combustion is present,
either it 1s too much so that the mixture lies outside the
inflammibility l1m1ts or it 1s not mixed with the fuel at a
moleoular level to enable combustion. A faotor which takes
into account both these variables will be the following

d) Unmixedness faotor F: Th1s is defined as
F = 1 N- ~

1 - N

for

F = for

The reason for defining the unmixedness by two different
expressions is to differentiate between incomplete combustion
due to lack of oxygen and that due to poor molecular mixing.
If there ls an excess oxygen, the amount of oxygen makes very
little difference therefore Ms is omitted from the expression
for Ms ~ 1.

e) Dilution' facto!' Mn. •• In a free turbulent flame
there is extensive entrainment of the atmospheric air into the
flame. The concentration profiles for combustion products all
decay after a certain point, as one moves away fran the burner
in any direction, due to dilution effects. To explain the
extent of this, Q dilution fnctor is derived b~~the Author
which glves a measure of the gas at a flame point which
originally came trom the nozzle. It is given as:

X
Mn = 1 + ( a~ I) .

Xf·J.el input (X:rue1 )1'lame
point

- (XAir )flame
point
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where x denotes mole rraotion.
MD = 0 indicates that the medium is only entrained

air.
MD = 1 indicates zero entrainment.

The real practical applicat10n of MD 1s that when the measured
ooncentration of a combustion product or combustible component
at the flrunepoint 1s d1vided by MD' the result will represent
the concentration without any entrainment presen~

Values MD > 1 indicates thnt the region is fUel rich.
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CHAPTER 2.

LITERATURE SURVEY

2.1 Introduction
The present state of knowledge on multiple jet systems is

very 11mi ted.. Only a few references are available in the
literature on the multiple flame systems. Even among the
single jet studies information on double-oonoentric-swirling
jets is quite rare. In the following ohapter the relevant
information available related to the subject of this research is
reviewed.. Although this research d.eals with a system of
multiple jets, some information on single jets - the build.ing
blocks of a multiple jet system - is also included in order to
help in the understanding of the behaviour of tho individual
jets used.
2.2 Single Swirling Jets.

2.2.1 Single Isothermal Swirling Jets.
For the purpose of ulproving flame stabilization and

overall combustion characteristics in industrial burners, a
swirling motion is imposed - generally on the combustion air
stream. The extensive practical d.ifficulties of obtaining
detailed accurate measurements in flames limited the initial jet
studies to isothermal models but recent developments in tech-
nology have mad.e many measurements in flames possible.

Chigier and Beer (22) measured the mean veloei ty and static
pressure d.istributions in swirling air jets issuing fran
annular and divergent nozzles into stagnant surroundings and
found that a region of sub-atmospheric pressure was generated
in the central region of the jet. An increase in the degree
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of swirl of the air increased this static pressure defect.
Flow reversal and the rormat1on of an internal torroidal vortex
was detected above some critical value of s~r1. Associated
with any progressive increase in swirl level there was an
increase in the angle of spread of the jet as well aB increases
in the rates of decay of the axial, tangential and radial
components of the mean velocity. Chigier and ChervinSky (5),(28),
~ther studied a similar system and proved that the empirical
constants describing the physical characteristics of a fluid jet
like the decay of velocity and spread of the jet were all
functions of the degree of swirl. The authors concluded that
with increase in the degree of swirl the velocity constants
decreased progressively whereas the rate of spread of the jet
inoreased. The rate of spread of the jet is generally
described by means of the jet half angle which is defined by the
angle of the line drawn through the point at which U/um = 0.5.

Craya and Darrigol (7) made an extensive investigation of
turbulent isothermal and heated swirling jets. Eight jets,
each having different degrees of swirl from weak (s = 0) to
very strong (s = 1.58) have been employed systematically during
the investigation. Mean axial and swirl velocities, mean
temperature fields in the heated jets, kinematic fluotuations
and thermal intensity of turbulence have been measured.
Maximum axial velocities near the axis and a reversed recirculating
flow in the vicinity of the nozzle have been reoorded for strongly
swirling jets. The kinematic and thermal expansion of a strongly
swirling jet up to 20 orifice diameters downstream was found to
be more rapid than in a non-swirling jet. The observed axial
velocity and turbulent shear stress profiles were explained
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theoretically and the theoretical limiting oase where similar
profiles are possible 1s discussed. It is found that Similar
velocity profiles are possible only for a jet having zero axial
momentum FLLJ~ cha"'~e.

Laurence (8) measured intensity of turbulence, longitudinal
and lateral scales, and the spectra of turbulence in the mixing
region of a free subsonic jet w1th a hot-wire anemometer. The
intensity of t~bulence, expressed as a peroentage of the core
velocity, gave a maximum at about 1 jet radius away fram the
centreline and.decreased with an increase in Mach and/or
Reynolds number. The lateral and longitudinal scales of turb-
ulence were found to be almost independent of Mach and Reynolds
number and varied proportionally with distance from the jet exIt.
The lateral scale was found to be much smaller than the
longitudinal scale and did not vary with distance from the centre-
line of the jet, while the longitudinal scale was a maximum at
a distance from the centreline of about 0.7 to 0.8 of the jet
radius.

Rose (9) studied a swirling round turbulent jet of air
generated by flow issuing from a rotating pipe into a reservoir
of stagnant air. The velocity field of the swirling jet down
to a distance of fifteen pipe diameters from the exit was
measured by a constant-temperature hot-wire anemometer. The
results of his measurements show that very nearly similar
Gaussian profiles exist for the axial velocity at all measured
axial stations beyond li diameters. The d1s~ibution of the
swirling velocity at all measured axial stations assumes the
same similar profile Which is related to the oorresponding
similar profile for the axial velocity distribution at the same
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axial station through a characteristic radius of the swirling
jet. Rose also reported the decay of the maximum axial and the
maximum swirling velocities and the effect of swirl on jet
spr-ead,

Ricou and Spalding (10) developed a technique for measuring
the axial mass flow rate in a turbulent jet formed when a gas is
injeoted into a reservoir of stagnant air at uniform pressure.
From the experimental measurements an entrainment law relating
jet momentum, mass flow rate, axial station and density of the
surroundings, including the effects of buoyancy was determined.
For high Reynolds numbers when the fluid density is uniform and
x is much larger than the diameter of the orifice, a
proportionality between m and x WaS existed as follows:

mx =
p ts

where
m •• mass flow rate across a section at right

angles to the jet axis.
axial distance from the nozzle.x ••

M •• exoess momentum flux of the je~
densi ty of the surrounding fluid.
numerical proportionality constant.

••

••

The value of K waB determined aB 0.282 for different jet fluids
under isothermal conditions. The above equation was valid for
non-un1fo~ density systems provided tl~t buoyanoy effects are
negligible. Measurements under burn1ng cond1t1on of propane
and hydrogen showed that the rate of entrainment was lower under
burning conditions than isothermal system.
a considerable effeot of buoyancy.

They also showed
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Allen (4) studied a turbulent swirling jet using a
constant temperature hot wire anemometer and measured turbulent
intensities, shear stresses. kinetic energy of t~bulence and

other important turbulence parameters. With the introduction of
swirl the velocity gradients within the jet were found to
increase and associated with that, mixing rates C10S6 to the
nozzle also improved; therefore swirling jet entrained
surrounding air at a greater rate than a·corresponding non-
swirling jet, consequently the length of the jet and the time
required for mixing is reduced. At about four jet diameters
downstream, the normal and shear stress terms were found to be
less than those in a non-swirling jet, but the area over which
the jet had spread was wider.

Lee (6) has obtained a Simple closed-form solution for an
axisymmetrical turbulent swirling jet issuing from a circular
source into a seroi-1nfinite motionless ambient fluid.
Assumptions of similar axial and swirl velocity profiles and
lateral entrainment of ambient fluid have been made in the
derivation of the integrated governing equations of state.
There is a close agreement between theoretioally calCulated
res~ts for the deoays of axial and swirling velocities and the
spread of the jet, and experimental results.

2.2.2 Single Swirling Jet Flames,
Narain and Ubero1 (29) developed a new analytical entrain-

ment model for an aXisymmetrio buoyant swirling turbulent plume in

a quiescent homogeneous density environment, by assuming density
differences between the plume and the ambient surroundings.
They further assumed strerunwise similar1ty of the mean axial
and swirl velocities, as well as the turbulent stresses. The
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latter assumptions have been confirmed experimentallY by
several authors. However, such similarity assumptions are
onlY valid at large distances from the orifice of the jet and
for small degrees of'swirl. The entrainment is found to be a
funotion of the Reynolds stress, the f'orm of various similarity
profiles, the looal Froude number, and the swirl ratio of' the
swirling plume. The rate of'entrainment aoross the boundaries
of the plume were found to be increased with an increase in

degree of swirl. The numerical results agree well with the
existing experimenta1 investigations f'or the axial and swirl
velocity decays and the jet spread.

Chigier and ChervinskY (30) further investigated turbulent
swirling free flames in a similar flow system as in their iso-
thermal studies. The flames investigated were lifted and

stabilised approximately four diameters fram the burner exit in
the f'orm of an annular ring. The relative:lv cold, high

velocity core persisted over a1moet the whole length of the
flame and the temperature maximum was found in the main reaction
zone 1n an annular reg10n. The turbulent burning velocity was
found to be eighty times graater than the laminar burning
velocity. The deoay of'axial velocities in the f'lame was slower
than isothermal model.

BnfUwa and Macoallum (19) have worked on stabilising
swirling jets wi th 300, 450, 60° vanes, .using town-gas as fuel.
They found that in f'uel r10h flames stability depended on
seoondary oombustion with en~ained air. Work was mainlY
concentrated on weak flames in which the stability depended on
the central reciroulation zone. and it Was oonoluded that the
stabilization of'the I'lamesin the oentral reciroulation zones of
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swirling jets is greatly influenced by entrainment of ambient air
into the centrnl zone which increases with degree of swirl. By
plotting the absolute component of velocity at the swirler exit
against the temperature at the edge of the recirculating zone
nearest to the swir1er, the weak stability limits can be correlated.
The mass ratios of entrained air to total gases in the recirculation
zone were found to be 0.26,0.40 and 0.53 for the 300,450 and 600

swirlers respectively.
Beer and Chigier (31); Beer (32); Kerr and Fraser (33);

Fricker nnd Leucke1 (34); Leuckel (35) and Beltagui and Maccallum
(36) have n11 studied swirling flame systems with different types
of swirlers and different fuels. All their results show increased
combustion intensities with increasing swirl and improved flame
stability.
2.3 Multiple Jets.

2.3.1 Multiple Non-swirling Isothermal Jets.
Laurence and Benninghoff (37) have determined turbulence and

menn-flow characteristics of several noise-suppression multiple
jet nozzles such as four slotted nozzles in line with different
separation and three sector nozzles. The authors aimed to
determine the effect of nozzle configurations on the, intensity
'and the scale of the turbulence in the mixing zone common to two
or more interfering jets. Turbulent mixing was foUnd to be
increased by dividing the flow into interfering multiple-jet
nozzles. Maximum turbulent intensities occurred at the outer
fringes of the jets. The scale and intensity of turbulence were
less in the common mixing zone of two interfering jets than in
the mixing zone of a single jet. The stUdy of the turbulent
spectra of the nole~ generated showed that the effect of multiple
slots or sectors was to shift energy from high to low frequencies
and to eliminate or reduce spectral penks in certain frequencies
and to increase them in others.
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Corrsin {38} studied a parallel two dimensional jet system.
Each jet issued from slots in a grid which was made up of a raw
of parallel rods with a grid density (solid area/total area) of

The system as a whole was unstable. Immediately after
exit from the slots grouping of adjacent jets occurred which
oaused vigorous eddying flow. SubsequentlY neighbouring groups
combined together and the phenomenon was non-stationary and
switched from one configuration to another. A fine mesh grid,
placed close to the nozzle exit helped to stabilize the flow.
In the mixing region between the jets, low turbulence intensities
were recorded at the regions having high velocities and low
velocity gradients and high turbulence intensities occurred at
the regions having low velocities and high velocity gradients.

Jung Von'(39} stUdied the stability of a single jet in a
long enclosure. He also performed a series of experiments
showing the instability of four of these jets when placed
parallel to each other. Due to crowding of the oombined jets
upon one wall or the other an asymmetric flow distribution was
obtained which could be controlled by adjusting the direction
of the jets in suoh a manne~ that combination of adjacent jets
was encouraged.

Knystnutns (40) investigated the turbulent jet system
issuing from a series of holes in line with a pitch (distance
between jet centres/jet diameters) of 1.5 and 3. A comparison
between measured mean velocity profiles and theoretical profiles
was lnade. Some preliminary theoretical work was presented on
the formation af a quasi-two dimensional je~

Koestel and Austin (41) derived a set of equations,
depending on the principle of addition of momentum, to estimate
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the maximum jet velocites at any distance from two adjacent
parallel air jet nozzles.

Whaley (42) made an investigation of multiple jet systems.
He studied the flow characteristics in a multiple burner
arrangement and showed that there is a close resemblance between
axial velocity decay and recirculation of enclosed multiple jets
and that of an enclosed single jet. Close to the nozzle exit
both a single jet and closelY spaced multiple jets were found to
behave similarly. At the downstream positions of multiple
systems, the jets combined and could be treated as a single
jet fram a source along the common axis. By placing a wire
mesh grid into the flow field at an axial station away from the
jet exit recirculation towards upstream of the jet could be
increased.

Miller and Comings (43) studied dual jet flows issuing from
a plane wall and their force momentum fields. Near the nozzle
exits and in the region of jet convergence the flow structure tn
the core of either jet was found to be similar to that of a
single free jet allowing for the static pressure differences.
The two jets tended to conv~rge due to creation of a sub-atmos-
pheric pressure region between the jets. The jets combined to
form a single jet after the convergence and the combined jet
waS nearly symmetrical about the centre line and behaved
similarly to that of a single jet. In the sub-atmospheric
region between the jets, due to flow reversal, two stable contra-
rotating vortices were formed with a free stagnation point on
the oentre plane.

Glahn et al (~~) have obtained peak-velocity decay data
for several circular and non-oircular single element and multi-
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element nozzles for reducing the jet-flap interaotion noise fran
an exte~nally-blQwn-flap Stol airc~aft. The data were found to
be useful for nozzle design in order to 1mp~ove the mixing
between the jet exhaust and the surrounding air. The mul ti-
element nozzle fo~med from small individual elements promoted
an indtially ~apid mixing with the surrounding air ~esulting in

a rapid axial velocity decay. The peak axial-velocity decay
curves for seve~al catego~ies of multi-element nozzles at
different configurations we~e obtained. The multi-element
nozzle types used were coplanar multi tube nozzles inoluding single
and multiple ~ings of tubes, Single ring coplanar multi-lobe
nozzles, and several speoial non-coplanar nozzles. Empir.ical
equations were developed, in particular for the nozzle
geometries tested, to correlate the peak axial-velocity decay in
multi element systems in terms of flow regime and nozzle
dimensions.

2.3.2 Multiple Non-:swirling Jet Flames and Multiple
Fi~es,

Wright (45) made an investigation of multiple flameholders
to inc~ease flame spreading rates relative to the rate possible
with a single flameholder. He has reported that, with multiple
arrangements, relatively sho~te~ combustion chambers are needed,
but since the blockage of the flameholder in the small duct is
high, and since blockage adversely affects flame blow-off speeds,
the blow-off speeds for multiple arrays are relatively low.
Due to flame interaction in multiple flameholder systems, some
of the flames are usuallY pinched down and blown-Off prematurely,
particularly for closely spaoed flameholders and for conditions
approaohing blow-off. The flames wer-efound to have the eame
average flovvcondi tiona,
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Godridge (46) studied flame temperature, heat fluxes,
emissivities and carbon concentrations on large scale oil fired
burners in single and g'I'OUparrangements. He has shown that
burners fired in groups gave higher temperatures and heat fluxes
but less grit concentrations. Heat fluxes are shown to be
increased by a factor of two and three in going from a single
burner in the test facility to the multiple system in the plant.
If these high heat fluxes occur close to off-load burners, the
burner components could easily be damaged. Since the formation
of 803 increases relative to the amount of excess air in the
furnace, the cooling of the off-load burners by introducing large
amount of air is not recommended.

Miss Macnair (3) reports some of the problems related to
mu1tiple burners, such as the effect on register draught loss,
flame length and heat transfer, air distribution be~veen the
individual burners. Recommendations are made on further research
to find an optimum separation which will give rapid and complete
cornbustion.

Zeitz et al (47) investigated the properties of high speed
enclosed propane-air diffusion flames for burners with fuel
slits lYing in between the air slits. Jet B.rl'angements wi th 2,
3 or 4 air jets and 1, 2, or 3 fuel jets respectively were use~
A radioactive tracer (Kr 85) was used to find the flow path of
the fuel and its mixing with the air jet. Both symmetrical and
asymmetrical flow configurations could be obta1ned 1n a cold
three slit system as a consequence of wake. formation in between
the air slita, In a five slit system, first two jets mix and
subsequently the remaining two jets merge into this stream to
form one single jet which leans towards one of the walls and
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creates a large recirculation swirl on the opposite side of the
chamber, thus resulting in an assymmetrical flow pattern. In
oantrast to the isothermal system, under bur~ condition
symmetrical profiles were obtained for both 3 and 5 slit
arrangemen ts. Howeve~, oomp1ete stabilization still was not
possible even though the mass of the jet was accelerated by
combustion. SlightlY higher recirculation velocities were
recorded in flames but the whole mass sucked in by the air jets
on a certain length was reduced because of the lower density of
the recirculated flow. The centre jet showed a slight
pendulum motion ~dn one wall jet to the othe~. Countercurrent
velocity in the central wake was found to increase linearly with
increasing inlet velocity, but the length of the recirculation

'zone remained independent of the air jet velooity. The
stability of a flame Was oharacterized by the blow-off velocity
which was a fUnction of air discharge velooity since this
dominated the flow field in diffusion flames. For the range
studied the fuel velocity had no influence on blow-off
velocity since the flow rate of the fuel was only 1 - 5% of that
of the air. The maximum blow-off velocity for the three slit
burner was seen to decrease with increased slit width whereas
it was increased in oase of the five slit burner; but the range
of the maximum velocities for the five-slit burner was lower
(40 - 80 m/s) than it Was for the three elits (150 - 330 m/s).
The corresponding maximum fuel/air ratios have shown a s~1lar
behaviour. In the case of the three slit burner a stable flow
with strong wall jets was even possible under isother.mal
conditions and this stab1l1ty was increased further with
combustion. When the air slit width was increased a smaller
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wake was formed between the slits which led to a lower
recirculating flow and thus lower blow-Off velocities. Measure-
ments also showed that the ratio of maximum reciroulating
velocity to inlet air velocity was decreased as the separation
between air and ruel slit centres was decreased gnd less rumount
of fuel could be preheated. In case of the five slit burner
the centre air jet had to propagate against a strong pressure
gradient which was created by the two side jets and under iso-
thermal conditions a stable symmetrical flow was not possible at
all. Although combustion increased the stability there was
still a high tendency for the centre jet to merge with one of
the side jets. The system waB unstable and showed a slight
pendulum motion. Consequently the level of blow-off velocities
was greatly reduced compared with the three slit burner. The
reason in this case for a decrease in the air slit width being
not accompanied by an increase in the fuel/air ratio Was given
as follows: The tendency of instability WaS increased with
decreasing air-slit width when the centre to centre separation
waB kept constant, because lower recirculation flows and lower
blow-off velocities due to the presence of unstable recirculation
zones were more sensitive to opposite fuel flow within their O\v.n

centre which always had the tendency to slow dow.n the recircu-
lation flow. The observations for burners with more slits gave
the same unstable asymmetrical flow patterns.

Putnam and Speich (48) have studied effects of 1nteract1on
in buoyancy controlled gaseous multiple turbulent diffusion
flames for the purpose of modelling such flames. A gaseous
ruel was preferred in order to keep the fuel flow rate under
control and to eliminate the fuel flow rate as an independent
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variable in the establishment of modelling laws. Several flame
arraYs have been studied in terms of number of jets, flame
height, source shape factor, flame spacing and fuel flow rate.
The ratio of flame height of group jet flames to single jet flame
was found to change as a funotion of jet spacing, the number of
~ets, and source shape faotor. At a critical spacing factor
of about two, the jet flames changed abruptly from actdng as
single jet flames to acting as a mass fire. A semi-empirioal
oorrelation of the array flame height indicates that flame
height reaches a finite maximum as the number of' jets 1n a line
is increased. The experimental data have been presented and
analYzed from two di:f'feI'ent view points. First considering
the total flame source as a series of small or point sources of
ruel, and secondlY considering the total flame source on an
area basis. A range of flow rates and nozzle diameters was
found so that the Reynolds number would be large enough for
turbulent flow yet the Froude number would be small enough that
the flame would be'buoyancy controlled. For multiple fires
considered as point souroes, Putnam and Speich oorrelated flame
lengths as

= function [source shape factor,n, (Qo~;g)175 1

where Qo = volume flux of injected fuel.
g = gravi tational constant.
~ = mu! tiple fire height.
Ls = Single fire height.
n = number er jets.
a = spacing between jets.
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A plot of the data as a flame height function
[(~LB)-1]/(n2/5 - 1) versus a spacing function [a/(Qo2/g)l/5]
ishowed that the flame height function was increased as the

spacing function was decreased which was considered to be caused
by mutual entaaarment; Treating the total flame source on an
area basis, a correlation was obtained by plotting L/D vs
q2/g n5 where q is the total flow rate and D is the side of an
approximately square array.

Thomas, et al (49) also studied the flame heights of
buoyancy controlled merging fires. A highly simplified theory

Iwas developed which considered entrainment and the motion of the
flames. An expression for the flame height at the onset of
merging of two rectilinear fuel burners Was derived. It was
noted that a column of hot rising gases entrains air from its
surroundings, so that when one flame is placed in the neighbor-
hood of another, the resulting restriction of the air flow
oauses a pressure drop in the space between the two. This
pressure drop causes the air to flow toward the low pressure
space, which in turn causes the flames to be deflected from the
vertical.

Huftman (50) made some experimental studies to obtain data
on the interaction and merging of flames from various liquid
fuels in several spatial cOnfigurations. The work was mainly
concentrated on studying the burning rate and radiation flux to
the fuel and surroundings with special relevance to heat feed-
back. The burning rate data Was correlated in such a manner
that it could be used to predict the behaviour of multiple fires
in situations invol'i7ingothel:'liquid fuels and other numbers and
arrangements of fuel sources.
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Braunschweig (51) made an analysis of the mu! tiple flame
behaviour to find a proportionality factor which could help to
predict the interaction of multiple flame systems. The ratio
x/L was accepted as a good measure for the degree of'completion
of all the flame processes where x was the axial distance measured
f'I'om the nozzle exit and L was the "stoichiometrio" flame length.
The combustion Was completed at x/L = 1. In a similar manner,
the ratio aiL was given as a measure for the interaction of'
several parallel flame-jets. VVhere a was the separation
between the flame axis of'neighbouring flames. The interaction
of flames increased as aiL was reduced. The region close to
the nozzle exit was defined as the "near region" whereas the
region at a larger distance from the exit was defined as the
"far region". In the "far region" the maSs and momentum flux
resulting from a multi burner system was not different from that
of a single burner with an equivalent diameter D and with theeq
initial mass flow end the momentum f'lux equal to the sum of the
mass flow and momentum flux from the mu! tiple system. The
approximate length of a laminar or non-swirling turbulent
diffusion flame could be calculated from the following equations:

L

where J ••

••

proportionality factor; for lrunlnar flames
proportional to the exit velocity; for
turbulent flames - a constant.
The stoichiometric combustion air requirement
of the fuel jet. (m3 air/m3 fuel).
An addi tive constant (~2/3).(Z 1s nobmally
much smaller than Es and thus negligible.)
diameter of the burner nozzle.

Z'. ••

D ••
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In the multiple systems when the oombustion in the far
region was not complete, then a single "resulting" flame was
formed.. Its length could be approximated as

1m = In (Z + Es) ~ Deq. Eseq

where 1m > L.

The ratio x/Im was taken as the measure for the progress of
the flame process in the "res'Ulting" flame where X/lin, < x/Le

When the individual flames of the multiple system were combined
to form one big flame in tha far region the progress in combustion
process slows do~ A cI'iticaldistance X was taken as a limit

c
between two defined regions where the "near region" was at
X < Xc and. the "faI'region" was at x > 'X.c! The magnitude of
X. increased as the sepaI'ationbetween the burners increased.
c
The following I'elation was obtained

L- -_ L-a -_.

where L/xc showed the performance of an individual flame in a
multiple-jet system such U1at the ratio is smaller than 1 if
burnout occurred in the "near region" and. greater than 1 if the
burnout occurred in the "far region". The aim Was to find a
proportionality factor (J1), in the following equation

= J't • a.

2.4 ~u1tiple SwiI'ling Jets and Flames,
Allen (4)investigated the aerodynamic behaviour of iso-

thermal multiple jet systems with relevance to flame interaction.
Both swirling and no~swirling jets were used for the
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configurations etudied. A hot wire anemometer was used to
measure the mean velocity and turbulence quantities and a
technique was developed based on a voltage velooity relationship.
Multiple jet systems were found to produce a "damping"of the
turbulent motion of the fluid particles between the jets due to
aerodynamic interaction which lead to a reduction in turbulence
level and consequently poorer mixing. These interaction effects
were increased with decreasing separation between the jets and
vanished beyond 3 diameters separation. As the swirl level was
decreased, the jet interaction greatly increased. Simple
relationships be~veen the velocity gradients and the shear
stress terms were no longer valid and effective viscosity terms
varied quite markedly wi thin the :rlow field. Non-swirling jet
systems showed more interaction than the corresponding swirling
jet systems. In swirling jets at regions close to the nozzle
exit the turbulence quantities were still very much higher in

value than those :round in the non-swirling jet systems ~d the
effect of the "dampf.ng" of the turbulent fluid motion between
adjaoent jets was less p~onounced. The reduction in the
turbulence quanti ties has btJenmore marked for jets swirling "in
mesh" than "out of mesh" due to the fact that the swirl velocity
gradients and corresponding shear terms were very much greater
for "out of mesh" swirling jets since the swirl velocity
directions are opposed in the region between adjacent jets.
In order to understand the behaviour of interacting flames and
to help in the interpretation of the aerodynamic results, Allen
performed a series of simpls multiple flame studies. When
three identical burners, supplied with premixed propane air gas
mixture, were brought close together, the overall visible flame
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length started to increase and, further, bringing the flames
oloser together, the oentral flame tended to be unstable, lifted
off the burner rim and was either stabilised further downstream
or the flame blew-off.

Hardcastle (2) has studied various heat ~ansf'er character-
istics within a marine boiler. The type of burners employed
were swirling "out of'meshtl (the same direction of'rotation).
He has investigated the effects of number of burners used and the
total heat supplied on the heat transfer characteristics. He
has reported that increasing the heat input in the boiler by the
addition of another burner led to a decrease in the observed
flame length instead of an increase. That behaviour was not
tullY understood.

Tucker (52) developed a simple mathematical model for a
burner with swirl in order to prevent impingement on furnaces
having side fired multiple flame systems. He has suggested
that when swirling jets are used to transfer radiant heat in the
furnaces swirl direotionmust be chosen in such a way that
flame impingement will be avoided.

At the International Flame Research Foundation, Ijmuiden,
a series of experiments have been performed on multiple burner
systems using natural gas as fuel (53). Groups of two, three,
four and five burner systems, having linear, tri~ar and square
arrays, have been studied under both swirling and non-sw1rling
flame conditions. Burner spacing, burner array, degree of swirl
and direction of swirl were the major parameters considered to
affect flame stability, flame length, flow and combustion
patterns, flame tewperatures, cross lighting between burners
and uniformity of burner draft losses in a bank of burners.
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Two types of flames were used during investigation. The ones
which were called type I were produced when an axial fuel gas
jet of sufficientlY high velocity is injected at the centre of
the swirl induoed internal reverse flow so that the gas jet
penetra tes through the reverse flow zone leaving an annular
region of reverse flow to stabilize the flrune. These were long
comparatively quiet flrunes. Type II flrunes were produced when
the swirl induced internal reverse flow zone is able to force
the fuel injected on the flame axis to spread radially outwards
so that it mixes rapidly with the combustion air giving a short
and intense noisy flame. Three types of exchangeable gas
nozzles were used for the fuel supply, one with a single hole
giving an axial fuel jet of approxtmateIy 100 m/sec velocity
which produced a long (type I) flame and the other two injecting
the gas through sixteen diverging gas jets with a half angle of

00)divergence either 20 or 90 which produced a short (type II
flame. The one which has diverging gas jets at 900 half angle
had a gas jet velocity of about 220 m/sec. Swirl was generated
by a vane type swir1er which was placed in the throat section
"f the burner s. The burners were mounted on a thick water
cooled plate which had nine oylindrical burner holes in 3 x 3

square array with the maximum possible centre to centre distanoe
between two burners being four burner exit diameters, while the
minimum distance available was ~ burner exit diameters.

It was reported that there'were no problems of flame
stability or flame jet deflection due to flame interaction.
In the cases of olose prox~1ty of burners, increase in gas
t~nperature occurred in or downstream of the flames. This was
attributed to a reduction ~ the entrainment of cooled furnace
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gases by the confined flames. Flame lengthening was observed
oIl1yin the most extreme circumstances. For the short (type.
II) rlames when three or more burners were used at the minimum
sepa.l'ationof 12'~ between the burner axes, Borneflame
lengthening was found to occur. For the long (type I) flames
there was a definite tendenoy for the oentre flame of three
and five burner combinations to get longer when the burners
were brought closer, giving a maximum of approximatelY 30% of
the original flame length. Part or that lengthening was con-
sidered due to delayed mixing between fuel and air. Cross
lighting between thermally equally loaded swirling flames was
possible at the burner spacings less than 2 exit diameters
provided that the furnace temperature was above 2500 C. Under
no conditions was the cross lighting of non-swirling flames
possible. Swirling "in mesh" or "out of mesh" had no effect
on cross lighting.

The results of this investigation are only applicable to
a very narrow range of industrial uses owing to the choice of
individual flames with very high momentum. The aim of thiB
choice was to eliminate the conf1ning effects of the furnace
walls. This also reduoed, if not eliminated, the aerodynamdc
interference between the jets, wh1ch would be expected from a
multiple burner system with moderate or low momentum. In Case
of the non-swirling flames investigated, the gas Was injected
into the air s~eam through multihole divergent nozzle having a

odivergent half angle of 90 , at a velocity of 220 m/seo. to
inorease the air-fuel mixing rate. In case of the swirling
flames the swirl levele used were very high (0.5 - 1.0).
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It i6 evident that under these conditions there will be
very little or no interaction between multiple burners.

Another disadvantage this system may represent is the high
power needed to give the required momentum to the fuel stream.
This energy can easily exoeed that required to induce a swirl
in a jet and therefore the user will loose the advantage
gained from using a non-swirling flame.
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CHAPTER 3.

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

3.1 Introduction to the Theory of Combustion.
At the present there is no universally accepted theory

whioh accounts for all aspects of combustion process. Although
a great amount ot'research has been done on the nature and laws
governing turbulent combust1on, no single theory which adequatelY

,

desor1bes turbulent burning ];lrocesseshas yet been estab11shed.
The reason for this condition is the great complex1ty of these
processes. For instance, the chemical reaotions which Occur
during combustion are extremely complicated and very rapid and
moreover the reactions occur in a field where the temperature and
the oomposit1on var1es rap1dly. Both turbulance theory and
combustion theory have recently been enriched by a certain amount
of new data obta1ned by highly developed teohniques which
per.mits a rev1sion of the basic concepts of turbulent combust1on.

Up to the present two types of combustion have been quite
extensivelY studied. The f1rst type is normal combust1on, 1n
which a heat wave, velocity of which Is determtned by the laws
of thermal oonductlon, diffusion, and kinetics or ohemioal
reaotions in a flame, propagates throughout the mixture, heating
it in the process, and preparing oondit1ons for oomplet1on of the
chemical reaction. The propagation velocit1es ot such tlames

.vary from several centimeters to several meters per second.
The second type of combustion 1s detonation. In this case the
chemical reaction 1n the 1n! t1al mixture 1s induced by a shock
wave, which propagates with a velocity of the order of several
thousand meters per second. These are two limiting oases of
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combustion. In practice, however, combustion prooesses may
develop with any intermediate burning velocities (several
centimeters to several meters per seoond). This tYJ)e ot
oombustion obeys neither the laws of normal oombustion nor those
of detonation. At the present time it is still not clearly
known how the turbulent burning velooity varies with the basic
parameters of turbulent flow (the fluotuating velocity and its
distribution over a scale spectrum), or with the basic physico-
ohemical characteristics of a combustible mixture (the laminar
burning velooity and the fundamental kinetio parameters). Also
nothing much is known about the structure of the reaction zone
of turbulent flames. A comprehensive theory of turbulent
oombustion can apparently be constructed only on the basis of
joint consideration of both flame propagation and volume reaction,
whioh develops wherever turbulent mixing leaves flame propagation
behind. The problem oonsists in deoiding which oocurs more
rapidly, the burning of an eddy at 1ts surface, or 1ts ign1 tion
after a certain delay determined both by the temperature and

by the degree ot: dilution of the fresh mixture with combustion
products.
3.2 General Equations Related to the Flow and Mi~ing of

Turbulent Fluids"
The equations whiCh are used to describe the behaviour of

a turbulent fluid, namely the Reynolds equations of motion and
the equation of continuity of mass, have been derived from a
similar set of equations initially developed to desoribe the
laminar flow of Newtonian flUids, where the equa tiona of motion
are known as the Nav1er-Stokes equations. Basioally, the
Navier-S tokes equations wer-e derived by applYing Newton' B
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Second Law of.Motion to an inf1nitestffialvolume element which
was assumed to be immersed in the fluid and subjected to typical
foroes and fluxes of momentum. The Reynolds' e~uations start
fram Navier-Stokes e~uations and generalize these e~uations for
turbulent flow by assuming that the instantaneous velocity at any

point is made up of a time-mean value and a fluotuating component.
Therefore the Reynolds' equations are similar to the Navier-Stokes
equations and the onlY difference is the turbulence stress terms
added onto the set of differential equations. The development
of the Reynolds' equations are fully discussed by other workers
(54),(55),(56).

For a system of'turbulent, chemlcal.ly reacting, mu! ticompon-
ent mixtures, in which heat and mass transf'er are occurring the
basic Reynolds' equations of'conservation of mass, momentum,
enthalpy and chemical species can be written in the cylindrical
polar oo-ordinate system (z,r,e) as f'ollows:

••••••••••

(3.5)

where:
v~ ••

vr ••

ve ••

time mean velooity in z direction.
time mean velooity in r direction.
time mean veloc! ty in e direction.
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J

••

m

R

p

t

v

z

e
p

1:'l'Z;1:'re;1:'ze:
m :

••

time mean enthalpy.
turbulent flux veotor.
time mean chemical species' mass r.ractio~
mass rate of creation per unit volume.

••

•• time mean pressure.
•• radial co-ordinate.
•• time.

time mean velocity.••
•· axial co-ordinate.
•• polar co-ordinate.

t~e-mean density.
turbulent normal stress components.
turbulent shear stress components.
dissipation function whicp is given in eq.(3.7).

••

subsoripts:
h

z,r,e

f relating to enthalpy.
relating to chemical species j.
components of veotor in co-ordinate direotions.

••
••

( ave)
az: •••••••••• (3.7)

In the derivation of the above equations the motion is assumed to
be quasi-steady (a/at = 0) axisymmetric (a/ae 1:1 0). There is an
equation of type (3.6) for each chemical species present. No
external forces are acting on the system and the internal energy
has been equated with enthalpy. Since the molecular contri-
butions being considered very small in fully turbulent flows only
tarlalent contributions to the fluxes are oonsidered and they
are given as follows:
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't P Vi vr- -r 't' - P
..i V,....= - = = VI'ZZ Z Z rz zI' z

V' Vi t't P 0' 'tre = "'er = - p= - vI' V e1'1' r r

'tee = - P Vi v' 't;ze = 'C'ez = - P vi vi ••••••• (3.8)e e z e

(J-4) = p v' m'
u Z Z j

(3.9)•••••••

(J-4) = p v' m'urI' j

where (t) terms represent the turbulent fluctuating components.
For an isotropic system these fluxes become:

av 2 oVz aVI'
't;zz = 2!l oz 'C'rz;= 't; zr = 1.L (or + az)

a Ve,.. = 't; 1:1: "I' - (-)"re er t'" or r

•••••••••• (3.11)

(~) ah (Jh) = - rh ah ( .. ) 0= - rh az - =ar "'hea r
am amj

(Jj) = - rj tit (Jj)r = - ~3 (Jj)e = 0orz
where

r ••

••

••••••••••• (3.12)

•••••••••• (3.13)

turbulent exchange coefficient.
turbulent viscosity.

The equations given so far are not sufficient to close the
system to solve for P,v,T and mj• Following thermodynamic
relationships provide extra equations to help for the solution
of the above equations:

l? = P~ T

h = cp T +

~

(HjMj)

Rj - - Fj exp (-E~/RT)-
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where
H = heat of combustion.
E = activation energy.
cp = specific hea t.
T = tempera ture.
F = frequency factor.

There is an equation of type (3.16) for each chemical species
present.
3.3 Boundary Layer Approximations.

Some s1mplifying assumptions about the characteristics of
the flow can be made to allow some of the terms to be ~nitted
in the Reynolds' equations. If the flow has no swirl or low
degrees of swirl with no recirculation the flow can be
considered to be mainly predominant in one direction and the
flux components of this flow can be considered to be significant
only in d1rections at right angles to this predominant direction.
By considering the relative orders of magnitude of the terms
the following approximations oan be made:

arr » and

Therefore 1t is usually possible to simplify the Reynolds'
equations. However these conditions do not apply to flows with
high swirl and such approximations cannot ~e applied to such flows.
3.4 Generation and Decgy of Turbulence and Mixing in

Turbulent Flames,
In practice most of the flows encountered are turbulent

where there is a very irregular, random fluctuation from the mean
values present in the flow. Owing to the extreme complexity of
the detail.of this motion only in the recent years it has become
possible to treat it mathematically.
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In a field of turbulent flow the pressure and velocity at
a fixed point, fluotuate around their mean at a high frequency
rather than remaining constant. The small pockets of fluid
which perform these oscillations can be considered to be "fluid
:particles". The motion of these so called particles bear a
similarity to that of the molecular motion ~ that they are both
random in nature. This analogy is not readily applioable due to
the maSs of fluid partioles and their mean free :pathnot being
constant in a oertain medi~ But sinoe these variables are very
large compared to their analogues at the molecular level, the
mixing effect on the turbulent diffusion is much stronger than
that of molecular diffusion.

When two or more viscous fluids of different mean velooities
come into contact a set of shear stresses are formed by the
mixing of different streams and as a result of this a turbulent
motion is set up. First large eddies are formed due to this
motion. These eddies drain away the energy from the bulk flow
through the intermediary of the so-called turbulent shearing
stresses, and pass it on to the turbulent motion. Nevertheless
these large eddies mutually interact to give a spectrum of eddies
of a wide range in size and energy as seen in Fig. (8). Also the
non-isotropic character of the eddies decreases as the direotions
of fluctuations get more and more random. The eddies having
smaller wave lengths dissipate to release their turbulence energy
as heat whereas the larger onea with high Wave lengths transfer
their energy to the smaller eddies. Thus the band of the
spectrum known as the universal equilibrium range stays
independent of the conditions under which the eddies have formed
and since the eddies of this region contain eighty percent of
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the total turbulenoe energy (57), it is these eddies that are
re~ponsible for the molecular mixing mentioned above. Such
eddies are also produced from the eddies of air formed in the
surrounding atmosphere being drawn into the flame. These larger
eddies are subsequently broken up into smaller eddies under the
shear forces within the jet. As mentioned before, the number
of large eddies depend upon the geometry of the system whereas
the small eddies are independent of the origin of formation and
are almost isotropio (54).

In general, turbulent mixing mainly depends upon the total
turbulenoe energy content of the system which ls given as:-

Turbulent k1netlG energy per unt t mass.. J 00E{k) d k
o

••••••••••

For isotropic turbulence this can be approximated to:

•••••••••• (3.18)
The factors which affect the efficiency of turbulent mixing

are:

a) Intensity of turbulenoe (v')U).
b) The scale of turbulence (l).
c) The length of the mixing region (L).
d) The lateral distances through which the injected fluid

mus t travel.
0) The velocity of the gas through the mixing sYBte~
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It has been shown (13) that a flame can be about fifty
peroent longer than the point at which the time-mean concentration
on the flame axis becomes stoichiometric. Because for the
combustion to take place the fuel and gas has to be mixed in
the molecular level, and this is governed by molecular diffusion.
In turbulent flames due to the presence of a flame envelope
surrounding the eddies the area available for combustion to occur
is larger than that of a laminar flame. To be able to specify
the mixing system completelY, fluctuating values of local gas
composition must be known as well as the time-mean values.

The case when the air sufficient for combustion is mixed
with the fuel at a macro soale but the final intimate mixing has
not yet taken place is called the phenomena of "unmixedness".
In turbulent combustion systems a time-mean sample enables the
measuring of the mean concentrations as well as allowing
explanation of the details of the mixing taking place during
combustion. An unmixedness factor, analogous to the root mean
square of the fluctuating velocity component, given as (~)i
was derived by Hawtho~ne et al. (13). This faator could readily
be obtained from a tirne-mean sample provided that both oxygen
and unburned fuel gas were present together in the sample.
This factor can be a measure of the intimacy of mixing; the
smaller the value the better will be the intimacy of mixing.
3.5 Theoretical Analysis of Flow Systems.

In the theoretical analysis of a flow system the aim is to
provide a set of equations which will enable pred1otions to be
made of properties within the flow such as temperature,
velocities and concentration. Reynolds equations giving a
oomplete description of the flow system can be written but even
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after a number of assumptions have been made to simplify them,
the solution of the reduced equations also requires knowledge of
a number or empirical constants.

It is not within the soope of this thesis to enter into a
dntailed description of the ~rediction procedure for turbulent
swirling or reciroulating flows starting rrom basio fluid

,

dynamics, nor indeed to attempt to prediot suoh flowB,sinoe the
OOk~lexity of suoh a prediction prooedure is considered to merit
an entirely independent study. However the experimental data
presented later in this thesis is shown to be of partioular
relevanoe for t:t:eestablishment of the coeffioients of turbulent
mixing equation that is derived through such prediotion procedures.
Lilley (68) has developed a teohnique for solving the system of
equations governing multioomponent boundary layer flows with
turbulenoe, swirl and ohemical reaotion. He has shown that
the effects of swirl on the physical properties 01' flames like
flame size, shape and combustion intensity may be represented by
turbulence models depending on non-isotropic mixing - length
and energy length as well as by an eddy-break-up turbulenoe-
oontrolled reaction model.

There are certain diffioulties involved in the theoretical
modelling of turbulent flames. It is usually the case that there
are more number of unknowns than the number of equations existing.
Bray (75) has derived a set of rigorously based, ttme-averaged
balance equations for mass, momentum and ener-gy ot."the mixture,
for the concentrations of individual species, for the fluctUation
intensities of vortioity, density, temperature and species concen-
tration and for the kinetic energy of turbulenoe, for a
ohemioally reacting turbulent flow syste~ An ideal gas
miXture with each oonstituent having oonstant heat of formation
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and specific heats have been assumed. The equations for
turbulent quantities previously have been modelled as if the flow
was cold, incompressible and non-reacting. As an ~rovement
o.tt thi. situation Bray (75)f(76),(77) has provided information on
the importance of some of the neglected terms which plays an
important role in a more realistic description of the processes
involved.

To simplify the general equations presented in (75), for
the case of a two-dimensional, premixed, free burning flame of
loW Mach number and high Reynolds number Bray (76) has given the
boundary layer approximation. He has stated that chemical
reaotions contribute several terms containing the rates of
production of species and fluctuations of these rates. The terms
containing the velocity divergence and its fluctuations have a
high dependence on heat release and reaction rates. Bray (f6)
with an order-of-magnitude analysis, has shown that some of the
terms neglected in most of the modelling studies of turbulent
combustion could be tffiportantin turbulent flame studies.
Relative fluctuation intensities in temperature, enthalpy,
composition and density are all assumed to have the same order
of magnitude. For thermodynamio variables, he has suggested two
simple alternative descriptions of intensity levels and desoribed c~

as the small fluctuation case and the large fluction case
respeotively. It was assumed that the relative flUctuation
intensities of temperature, enthalpy, composition and density
have sruneorder of magnitude as velocity fluctuations in small
flUctuation case and have order of unity in large fluctuation
case.

Finally, Bray (77) has derived an approximate form of the
turbulence kinetic energy balance equation for a stationary,
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two-dimensional, premixed, turbUlent flame at low Mach number
and high Reynolds number, by using the exaot equations of
turbulent reacting flow and olosure hypotheses, which could
partially explain experimentallY observed effeots of turbulence
on the propagation of open flames, ducted flames and spherical,
no~stationary flames. The method presented applies only to
premixed flames. It is not directly applicable to turbulent
diffusion flames.

Although the amount of data presented in Chapter (6)

provides considerable information in the field of turbulent
chemically reacting systems with recirculation, it is not
sufficient to solve the complete set of Reynolds' equations of
conservation of mass, momentum, enthalpy and ohemioal species.
Dvorak (70) has measured mean and fluctuating velocities and
turbulence intensities in a single burner, having the same design
speoi:f'ications and air-fuel input, under burning and oold
oonditions at several swirl levels. In addition to that Apak
(69) has measured oxides of nitrogen and fluotuating temperatures
in the same single burner, With the same input variables and swirl
levels.

These three sets of data will provide valuable and
sufficient information for testing the validity of existing models
for a single swirling diffusion flame with reeirculation.
Although the prediction of recirculating flows, espeoially under
burning condition is highly complicated, any attempt made to
prediot such flow systems would be a valuable contribution to
science. Prediotions of the multiple flames oannot be made with
the existing data available. Flame velocity measurements are
required to complete the set, but the multiple swirling flame
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systems will raise additional difficulties in modelling associated
,

with complexity involved aB a consequence of flame interaction.
Where swirl is concerned some difficulty with entrainment leading
to incorrect mass flow rate predictions coUld result (68). In
multiple swirling flame systems, in addition to the entrainment
of'the ambient fluid, each flame could entrain unburned :fuel end
combustion products from the adjacent flames and could lead to
incorrect predictions.
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CHAPTER 4.

DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

4.1 Experimental Arrangements.
A general schematic flow diagram of the experimental setup

is shown in Fig. (9). In the design of the appa~atus the
following features have been taken into conside~ation:

(a) "The burner plate was designed to enable the change of
'burner separ-ation between a = 0.25 DE to a ~ 4 DE for two and
three burners in line arr-angement-s, For four burners in square
and.five burner (four in square and one at the centre) groupings
the possible bu~ner separations were less.

(b) Natural gas, tangential air and axial air were supplied
to each burner with a sep~ate monitoring device such that
identical quantities of each of these could be fed to individual
burners.

(c) An additional support plate, parallel to the burne~
plate, was used to keep the burners in a vertical position.
4.2 ~~ and Deoc!'i:gtionof the Apparatus.

4. 2.1 E!Re~lmental Burners.
Swirling double concentric jets have been employed throughout

the investigation. The jets were designed Fig. (la) with a 200
half angle diffuser exit so as to enable generation of ~eeiro-
ulation even at low swirl levels and lead to better mixing of
fuel and combustion air. Na tural gas was supplied through a
0.955 em i.d., 1.23 am o~d., 110 em long oopper tube having a
central single hole nozzle terminating at the burner throat and

fixed to the axial air pipe with a support spider. Ax1al air
was fed through 3.19 cm i.d., 3.45 cm o.d., 100 am long copper
tube wi th a sharp right angle air entry at the bottom. A sharp
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right angle entry and a tube length of about 30 DT were used to
obtain a uniform flow pattern at the nozzle exit.

In order to assure the close packing of the jets and at the
same time to enable the introduction of air tangentially into an
inner annulus to produce swirl, diffuser exits were used. In
references (5) and (30), it was shown that one of the most
convenient and successful ways of producing swirl is to
introduce air from an outer annulus tangentially into an inner
annulus. Tangential air waa fed through two supply pipes into
the swirl chamber which had 4 slots for the tangential entry of
the air into the inner annulus through which axial air was also
introduced. The slots were at 2 throat diameter upstream fran
the burner exit plane and 2 throat diameters in length. The
inner wall of the swirl chamber and the diffuser exit were
machined from a single piece of brass bar and then soldered to a
oopper axial air pipe and the outer walls of the swirl box.
The use of two tangential air supply pipes was found neoessary
to overcame a slight assymetric flow distribution of the
resultant jet when only one supply pipe Was used.

4. 2. 2 Burner PIa te and Burner SUPRor t.
o

The burners were mounted on a burner plate consisting of
three rectangular sections each having three mounting holes in
line with a 0.25 exit diameter separation,Fig.{ll). ThuB by
moving the outer plates the separation between the adjaoent
burners could be varied without dismantling the burners.
Burner ports not in use were blanked off.
anz-angemerrtswere as follows:
(a) Two burner arrangements with a minimum separation ot

a = 0.25 DE and maximum a ~ 4 DE. It was possible to
increase the separation continuously fran rn1n1mum to
maximum, Fig. (12.a).

Possible gl'oup
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(b) Three burners in line grouping with amin = 0.25 DE and
a ~ 4 DE' Fig.(l2-b).max

(c) Four burners in square arrays: only two possibilities
existed with amin = 0.77 DE and amax = 1.5 DE' Fig.(l2.c)

(d) Five burner arrays (four in square and one at the centre)
had only one possible position.
Fig.(12.d), which had a separation of the centre burner to

the outer burners !lc!!!D.77/J;with the separation between the outero .

burners being !loo = lS DE·

To keep the burners in a vertical position a wooden support
plnto parallel to the burner plate wns used.

Air and Fuol Supply.
The tangential and axial air supplied to each jet was

monitored separately by means of orifice plates. The degree of
swirl was varied by altering axial and tangential air flow rntes.
The total air supply wns maintained 20% in excess of the
stoichiometric requirement.

Naturnl gas from the main supply line was introduced through·
a sa~ety valve into a manifold which in turn distributed the
nntural gas through separate valves to each rotameter and jet.
The composition of the natural gas is given in (Appendix 1.),
the experimental apparatus is shown in P.(l-b).
4.3 Probe Traversing Mechanism.

A lathe bed was used for the probe traversing which enabled
traverses to be mado in each of the 3 mutually perpendicular
directions.

Gas sampling probes were attached directly to the lathe bed.
The four pOint anemometer measurement technique (58) used, for
the isothermnl annular air velocity measurements, required
rotation of a straight hot Wiro probe around its axis at 450
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intervals. Instead of using a protractor a specinl probe-
support-holder vns designed to accommodate the probe and its
connections and to ~nable the desired probe rotation around its
axis at definite angles.

As can be seen in Fig.(13) the probe support wus placed into
the holding chuck (1) and its electrical connections pnssed
through the stainless steel extension tube (2) to the anemometer.
A brass indicator rod (6) was pulled into the milled grooves on
the index hend (5) by the spring (4) working under compression
between the index head and the spring guide (3). 5 grooves nt
450 to each other were milled on the index hend to ensure
accuracy of rotation. The whole attachment was held on the lathe
bed through the extension rod (7).
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CWTER 5.·

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUgS AND INSTRUMENTATION

5.1 Measurement in Flames.
To be able to determine rates 01' heat, mass and momentum

transter within the flame and hea t transf'er from the flame to its
surroundings detailed measurements of'velocity, pressure, temper-
ature, concentration 01' gases and solid or liquid particles,
heat transfer, turbulence and physical propert1es are required.
In turbulent systems measurements are usually tedious and time
consuming. To enable the determination of local heat, mass
and momentum flux values in a turbulent system, instantaneous
values are necessary which could be resolved into time mean
average values, root mean square values and time mean average
correlations. While ohoosing a measuring instrument and
measurement technique, dependab1lity and reproducib1lity of the
resul ts must be considered. Even though the required accuracy
depends on the system being studied the aim must be to aohieve
the highest possible accuraoy. In ref's (11), (25), (59), (60)
several methods of measurement, des1gn and construotion details
are given.
5.2 Temperature Measurements.

5.2.1 Introduction...
To find a perfect method 01' flame temperature measurement is

quite impossible. All possible methods are subjeot to same
praotioal and.theoretioal limitations, and the choice of the
most convenient and reliable method will depend on the type 01'

flame being studied. Between the basic methods of measurement,
optical methods in general have the advantage over wire methods
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in that they do not disturb the flame gases. On the other hand

they often have the disadvantage that it is not possible to make
a point by point study or the temperature distribution in the
flame, the methods onlY giving a mean value along the path of
the light-beam.

5.2.2 Measurement with Fine Wire Thermo_o~les,
For the system studied fine wire thermooouples were tound

suitable and chosen as the primary temperature measuring
instrument. The basic advantages of tine wire thermocouples
oonsidered are:

(a) High precision ot eleotrical measurements.
(b) ExtremelY small thermocouples can be constructed

so that high resolution can be obtained and aero-
dynamio disturbanoe of the flame tront is minimized.

(c) High temperature resista~t materials can be used.
(d) No costly and complex equipment is needed because

of its B~plicity and convenience.
Besides the above advantages there are a number of sources of
error involved in the measurements. The wire will normally be
cooler than the flame gases owing to heat losses by radiation to
the flame surroundings, and by conduction along the leads. The
radiation error of a thermooouple wire decreases as the size of
the wire is decreased. A wire of zero diameter would give the
true gas temperature. Beoause of their fragility fino wires
are not very practical and.usually have to be supported by
thicker wires of the same material. Since the radiation from
the probe increases With the fourth power of the probe temper-
ature, the correction whioh must be made for this loss
increases very Sharply with temperature. Bradley and Matthews
(61) showed that at a gas temperature of 13000 K, a 0.127 mm
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diameter platinum wire probe may have a radiation correction of
50 rising to 600 for a gas temperature of 2100° K, the
corresponding values of the correction t'ora o~508 mm diameter
probe would be 350 and 2000• In cases where it is impossible
to use t'inewires beoause of strength Itmitation, the velooity
over the sensing element oan be incroased as in a suotion
pyrometer, thereby reducing the radiation oorreotion. The
measurements oan also be oorrected for the effect ot'stream
velocity, since as the Reynold's number increases the conduot10n
error decreases.

TYpe of'thermocouple used and coat~ngof' the
thermocoyple bead.

Tempera ture measurements were taken with a bare Ptht-Rh

5.2.3

fine w1re thermocouple, having a wire diameter of 0.10 mm and
junction diameter 0.40 ~ To protect the wires tram oatalYtio
effects and chemical attack it is necessary to coat the wires with
an inert coating. A coating suitable for flame tamperature
measurement should have the following general properties:
(a) It must be noncatalYtlc toward the flame.
(b) It must be inert toward the thermocouple material at all

temperatures.
(c) It must be impermeable to gases so as to afford protection

from the environment.
(d) It must be a poor conductor of electricity, especially at

high temperatures; otherwise the thermocouple will be
short circuited.

(e) It should be stable, j>artioularly at high. tamPera tures.
For.ma of instability include oxidation, reduction,
hydration, volatlzation, and crystalline change.

(f) It must be capable of'being applied evenly and smoothly to
the thermocouple surfaoe and must cover it completely.
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(g) The thickness of the coating should be minimal to avoid
appreciable losses t~ough conduction.
A very thin coating of silica may sucoessfully be used at

temperatures up to 13000 C. It can easily be deposited on the
wire surface as a continuous layer, provided that the junctions
are well formed, without protruding wire ends. At higher
temperatures, however, the silica is reduced by hydrogen in the
flame, and diffusion of rree silicon into platinum produces
embritt1ing silicide. Therefore it is neoessary to eliminate
silica completely for temperature measurements h1gher than
13000 C. A combination of ytrium oxide and beryllium oxide
was developed as a very successful coating material, by Kent
(66), which gave good results at high temperatures.

During this investigation the maximum recorded temperature
was about 13000 C and a very thin coating of hexamethylone-
disiloxane was used successfully without having any fragility
problem.

5.2.4 Temperatur~ Correction.
The heat reoeived (or lost) by the thermooouple by conveotion

ls equal to the heat lost (or gained) from the thermooouple by
radiation plus heat lost by conduction along the wires from the
junction. The steady state heat transfer equation for an
uncoated wire can be written as follows:

__g_ (k SI) + !ID (TQ-T) -l «( T4 - cc: Tw4) ..0 ••••••• 5.1ax ax I\v
where k • Thermal oonduotivity.

I\v 1:1 Diameter at the wire
TG = True gas tempera ture.

'rw - WaIL te'tlperature.-
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T = yo! < junction temperature.
Heat transfer coefficient between the wire and
the flame.
Stefa~Boltzman Constant.
Emissivity of bare thermocouple junction.
Absorption coefficient.

h =

o =
I:

=
In deriving the above equation the surrounding walls ar-e

assumed to be black to radiation from the wire and radiant energy
exchange between the wire and the gases is negligible. Since
the gases do not contain suspended particles it is not necessary
to add an extra term to allow for the emissivity of the
particles. By using suffioiently long thermocouple wires,
heat loss due to conduction can be eliminated and then the wire
will be at its 'semi-infinite equilibrium temperature', T •

00

The difference between Too and TG is the radiation correction.
So the equation (5.1) becomes

••••••••

For wire temperatures above 10000 C and low wall temperatures
the absorption term is usually negligible.

So the equation reduces to
of T 4

TG T + 00 (5.3)= ••••••••••00 h

TG a:: True gas temperature, oK.
T = Wire temperature, OK.
00

f = EmissiVity of silica coated thermooouple
junction.

Gas property data and the values of h and€ were oaloulated
using the procedured and data r-ecommended by Bradley and
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Mathews (61). For coated wires the emittance depends on the
diameter of the wire and the thickness of the coating.
Bradley and Entwistle (62),(63) give the theoretical and
experimental values of total hemispherical emittance for silica
coated platinum - 10% rhodium wires. The emittance is close
to the uncoated wire emissivity at high temperatures. A
09mputer progrrun was WTitten for the correction of recorded gas
tempera tures,
in Appendix 3.

A flow chart of the computer pro~am is given
As seen rrom the computed results the correction

was significant at high temperatures whereas at low temperatures
the recorded temperatures represented the true gas temperature.
5.3 Gas Concentration Measurements.

5.3.1 Intl'oduc tlon.
The majority of combustion processes take place in the

gaseous phase and the products (end-products or intermediates)
are usually gaseous. Gas sampling was therefore considered to
be suitable means for detailed investigations. The fundamental
problem which has to be solved in gas sampling is to obtain a
sample which will be representative of the composition of the
fluid at the sampling point~ In gas and solid particle conce~
tration measurements the sampling from the flames appears to be
the most important part of the process.
flames care must be taken:
(a) to ensure that the sampling probe does not obstruct the

flow pattern upstream of the sampling nozzle - the

In sampling :t'l'ornthe

sampling should be "1so-kinetic".
(b) to prevent any further reaction after sMlpl1ng, the gases

must be quenched as soon as they pass the probe nozzle.
Direct probe sampling is found to be the most successful

and convenient method for the dete~ination of the concentrations
of stable species in flames.
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There are four basic methods of analyzing a flame sample:
(a) Manometric analysis (it has very limited application).
(b) Infrared analysis (it has very limited application).
(0) Mass spectrometer (it has very high sensitivity and

accuracy but, it is costly and complex in use).
(d) Gas chromatographic analysis. With recent developments,

gas chromatographs are now commercially available to suit
almost any type of analysis. They are simple to use and
can be highly sensit1vee

Choice of System.
For the system being investigated analysis of large

numbers of samples from the flames were required. With its
rapid response the Penny and Giles gas c~omatograph (67) was
found quite satisfactory. The main purpose of analYsis was to
obtain quantitative information on the degree of completion of
combustion and the mixing rates rather than the kinetics of the
r-eao tdona, For that purpose a simple method of analysis was
found satisfactory. With the chosen system it was possible to

m1nutes. The gas chromatograph was also capable of analysing
H20 vapour and higher hydrocarbons such as C3HS' wi th only
small changes and a sl1ght increase in time.

The Gas Chromatograph.
The flow diagram for the chromatograph is shown in Fig. (14).

The sample continuously passes through the srunpleloop and an

automatic timing meohanimn causes the sampling valve to aotuate,
thus injeoting the sample contained at that instant within the
loop into the analYzing oolumns together with argon carrier
stream. The sample with the carrier gas first passes through a

porapak-Q column at 500 C where any carbon dioxide present ia
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ret~ded with respect to all other constituents. The
Kathnrometer detector follows this first column and thus ~
"overall peak" is first detected followed by a oarbon dioxide
peak. The "overall peak" contains all gases present except
CO2, After the detector a column packed with soda asbestos and
magnesium perchlorate removes all the CO2 from the rest of the
sample. The remaining srumple then passes through a molecular
sieve 5A column at the same temperature which separates
hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, methane and carbon monoxide. The
separated sample then passes again through the Kathnrometer and
the gases are detected as they pass in the order mentioned
above. A typical chromatogram is shown in Fig.(15-a). At the
end of the cycle a fresh sample is automatically injeoted.

5.3.4 Probe Sampling.
It 1s necessary to introduce a fresh sample, at or near

atmospheric pressure, into the gas chromatograph every four
minutes in order to assure its maximum operating efficiency.
The most suitable system would be the method of continuous probe
sampling. In this method the sample is withdrawn, quenched to
stop any further reaction ~~d then passed through the gas
chromatograph continuously fran which the ohromatograph could
take a sample every four minutes. Because of the very small
size of the quartz microprobes, only a few micrograms of'sample
per second are withdrawn and the flame is not disturbed, but
another major problem arises which is the conversion of a very
low pressure sample from the micro probe into a sample at
atmospheric pressure. This oan be overcome by the use of'a
peristaltic pump Which is oapable of'evacuating a olosed system
down to approx 1mately 0.1 to 5 mm Hg. by squashing a rubber tube
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continuously with three rotating pins against a semi-circular
track. The use of the peristaltio pump also solved the
problem of contamination of the sample or any effect of
preferential diffusion such as would be obtained by the use of
a diffusion pump. A pressure drop of 10:1 across the orifice
has generally been found to be sufficient in order to provide
a sonic flow and thus freeze the srunple composition at the probe
orifice. For an atmospheric pressure flame therefore sampling
pressure up to 70 mm Hg. could safely be used. Wi th a suitablY
chosen size of tubing for the peristaltic pump the size of the
orifice controls the pressure obtained within the probe.

5.3.5 Design and Construction of Sampling Probes.
To minimize the disturbance arising both from sample wi th-

drawa1 and from the bulk of the probe itself, and also to assure
the rapid decompression and withdrawal of the sample to a cool
region outside the flame the full design and construction
prooedures were adopted as set out by Fristrom and Westenberg
(59). The probes were made of tapered quartz tube and
consisted of three sections:

(a) Sonic orifice inlet: its size was determined by the
rate of sampling and required pressure drop.

(b) The expansion nozzle following the orifice: tapers
between 15 - 450 were found to assure a rapid decomposition and
oooling of the sample. No additional cooling of the probe was
necessary.

(c) Connecting tubing; its size was chosen to allow
10:1 pressure drop across the inlet o~if!oe.

The probes were bent at right angles to about 2-3 om from
the tip of the probe in order to post tion the or1f'lce inlets in

the main flow direotion.
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The probes were oonstruoted from 3 mm o.d. quartz tube by
pulling a taper carefUlly while heating the quartz tube in an

oxy-hydrogen flrume. The tapered tube was then cut at a
suitable diameter and the tip was fused in the flame to obtain
the final orifioe.

The flow through the orifice was estimated by the critical
orifioe relation:

where
=

=
=

=

5.3.6

(5.4)••••••••••

Volumetrio flow, cm3/seo.
2Orifioe throat area, om •

Contains all the constants for a given gas and

standard t~nperature and pressure, (am/sec-atm)
104•

=

Upstream pressure, atmosphere.
Constant factor, discharge coeffioient ~ 0.5
for a fine orifice.

The schematic flow diagram of the sampling system is shown
Operating Procedure.

in Fig. (16). A 3 mm. o.d. quartz probe was joined to a 6 mm. i.cl.
oeramic tube with ceramio oement to enable easy positioning at
the sampling probe onto the traversing mechanism. The ceramic
tube was joined to a 9 ~ i.d. neoprene tubing with additional
rubber tubing. A vaouum gauge measured the press~e within this
line at a point as near as possible to the probe end. Neoprene
tubing passed through the pins of'the perietal tic pump. Atter
the pump a drying oolumn oontaining concentrated H2 S04 was
plaoed in order to remove water vapour from the aample being
injeoted into the chromatograph. The sample was then paased
through a needle valve to damp the fluctuations in the flow due
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to the action of the pump, and was fed into the chnoma togr-aph,
The pressure at this point was also monitored and kept just
above atmospheric. At'terpassing through the sample loop
within the Chromatograph the sample passed out into the atmos-
phere through a water trap, a water bubbler ~d rotameter.
The rotameter measured the pumping rate and the water bubbler
enabled a slight positive pressure to be maintained within the
chromatograph and also acted as a check on the sample flow rate.
The water trap prevented this water from being sucked back into
the chromatograph when the pump Was switched off.

The calibration of the gas chromatograph is dependent upon
the sample gas pressure. The pressure drop and the flow rate
of the sample across the micro probe orifice is dependent upon
the conditions of the sampling point, such as temperature and
visoosity. The pressure Was therefore maintained constant
during use and whilst oalibrating.

To maintain an efficient pumping rate the tubing of the
peristaltic pump had to be changed periodioally. To inorease
the life time of the tubings, silicone grease was used to soften
them and minimize friotion. Due to the formation of high
amounts of water vapour, the oontents of the drying bottle had
to be changed frequently in order to keep its ett1ciency high
enough. A leak test was essential before eaCh eXperiment for
the aocuracy of the analysis. Zero flow through the system
was checked by switching off the pump w1th the orifioe still
blocked, and checking that the vacuum was maintained. Also
a final cheCk had to be made by tak1ng a sample from a pure gas
containing no oxygen and ohecking for zero oxygen 1n the
analysis.
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Calibrat1o~
The ~resent chromatograph which was used throughout the

research was equipped with an automatic timing and attenuator
unit which attenuated the sensitivity of the chromatograph to
suit each component as they were detected. For calibration,
a standard sample of knovm composition was injected into the
instrument, and the attenuators were adjusted to give a suitable
size peak on the recorder for each constituent. Whenever a
wide range of compositions of a particular component are likely,
a number of sensitivity settings may be required, but each
setting must be calibrated with at least one standard sample.
It is preferable to maintain a number of samples of known
composition so that two or three points on a graph of peak height
against peroentage oan be obtained. The linearity of the
response was good for all ranges and constituents used. The
oalibration of the instrument varied very little with time, but
oalibrations were made before and after eaoh session which
1asted 5 to 6 hours. Fig.(15-b): shows typical calibration data.
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5.4 Isothermal Velocity Measurements.
5.4.1 Introduction.
Local gas velocity is one of the primary aerodynamic

variables which characterizes a flow syste~ For a complete
description of the floW wstem the distribution of velocity
throughout the system is one of the first requirements. Stream
lines of gas flow, mass flow rates within strerun tubes or annuli,
mass flow rates within reoirculation eddies, and total entrained
mass flow rates can all be calculated fram integration of
measured mean velocity distributions. In three dimensional flow
systems such as flows having swirl or recirculation it is necessary
to measure both the magnitude and the direction of mean velocity,
as well as turbulent fluctuations. The hot wire anemometer has
the necessary high frequency response and high sensitivity at low
flow velocities for measurements in the high t~bulence levels
encountered in three dimansional flow systems. A hot wire
anemometer operating at constant temperature mode measures
basically the rate of heat loss from a heated wire to a gas stream.
In general this heat loss is interpreted in terms of the velocity
of the gas stream.

5.4.2 Constan Temperature Hot Wire Anemometer,
The anemometer consists of a Wheatstone bridge, of which the

probe forms part, and a D.C. amplifier. The bridge is in axact
balance at a certain bridge voltage supplied by the servo
amplifier. A slight change in the probe resistance, such as a
change in the convective cooling of the Wire, will oause a small
unbalance Voltage, which, after considerable amplifioation is
used to adjust the bridge voltage (probe current) in such a way
as to keep the bridge close to balance. In this way the temper-
ature variations of the Wire are kept extremely small, even when
high frequencies Of the fluotuating velocity occur.
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The instantaneous value of the electrical power applied to
the probe may be assumed to equal the instantaneous heat loss to
the surrounding f'luid. This heat loss is dependent upon the
physical properties of'the surrounding fluid and, assuming these
are all constant then the gas velocity is the only variable.
The electrical power can thus be used as a direot measure of'the
velocity. The mean (D.C.) and the root mean square (A.C.) comp-
onents of the total instantaneous voltages existing across the
probe are measured by meters conneoted across the bridge terminals.

5.4.3 The Hot Wire Probes.
The probes used in the present work were manufactured by

D.I.S.A., and consisted of platinum ooated tungsten wire, 5

microns in diameter, which Was connected to the nickel supports
by a oombined method of welding and electroplating. This wire
when pOSitioned in a gas stream is primarily sensitive to the
component of the flow velocity which is normal to the wire axis.
If the wire is inolined at some angle to the mean flow direction,
then it has been usual to assume a simple cosine relationship
for the normal cooling component. However, deViations from
cosine law becom' significant as the lid ratio of the wire is
reduced, where t is the length and d is the diameter of the wire.

In order to measure the turbulence characteristics of three
dimensional flows it is essential to incline the wire in the plane
of the total mean velocity veotor. It is also essential to take
into account the response of the wire to all three orthagonal
velooity components. EXisting heat transf'e~ relationships are
derived for wires which are effectively infinitely long and then
the heat transfer is dependent solely on the normal oomponenta of
the velooity to the wire axis. It should be noted that many of
the oooling laws used in anemometry are derived for wires that are
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ef~ectively infinitely long with regard to their diameter, and it
ia therefore essential that the wires be calibrated rather than
the wire constants determined by calculation from theoretical
considera tions.

Several expressions have been derived and applied for cali-
bration purposes. The general equation is in the form of

= A + B (U)n •••••••••• (5.5)
where

E

U =

Mean voltage.
Mean velocity.
Constant between 0.45 - 0.5.

=

n =

Over a large cooling range this expression yields unsatis-
faotory results. Higher order polynomials have been found to
give better curve fits to the experimental oalibration ourves of
E vs U (4)~(7l). The expression which ia commonly used is as
follows:

A + BUt + eu •••••••••• (5.6)

In calibration, a much better curve fit is obtained if the zero
Velocity voltage is excluded since a spurious value of A is
generated owing to free convection effects. The probes generally
have different calibration constants when they are faoing in
different directions.
given by:

The instantaneous oooling velocity is

•••••••••• (5.7)

where K factor arises from cooling along the wire and G faotor
arises from wire support interference effects. For miniature
D.I.S.A. probes these values generally are G = 1.15 and K = 0.25
(72);but G and K must be determined for each individual probe
since these values are affeoted by small manufaoturing variations.
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5.4.4 Method used for Signal Analysis,
The method used was developed by Syred (5$) requires only

one p~obe with four point measurements and has proved to be much
more accurate method of evaluating velocity levels in highly
turbulent flows compared to six position methods. In six
position methods two probes are necessary for measurement at the
same point which may not be placed in quite the same position and
since it usually requires longer time, the flow state and cali-
bration constants may alter. Another disadvantage of these
methods is that all six output voltages are assumed to be in
similar regular shape and frequency distribution and also in
phase (4), (71). For the method applied a straight hot wire
probe was used which was mounted parallel to v direction. A.s1t·
is shown in Fig. (17-a) the probe was rotated about its axis of
symmetry at four measuring points each having 450 separations in

between.
5.4.5 Calibration of the Probes.
The aim of wire calibration is to determine the ooefficients

of th~ heat transfer relationship adopted for the wire. For
aocuracy, the calibration must be frequently repeated, since the
wire characteristics drift rather quickly with age, due principally
to the deposition of dust.. In principle, the requirements of a
oalibration system are that it should provide a controllable,
turbulent free flow of accurately known veloei ty and temperature.

The probes were mounted in the potential core of a free air
jet issuing from a round nozzle, with the wire normal to the flow
direction. It was ensured that the full length of the wire was
in a uniform velocity field and that the turbUlence intensity of
the calibration jet was as low as possible. The jet velocity
was measured with a standard N.P.L. pitot tube.

, The jt..t
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velocity was varied and voltage readings were taken for each
known veloci ty.

A hot wire probe with three components of a total velocity
veotor acting in directions parallel to the three orthogonal axes
is shown in Fig. (17-b).

The wire response equations which was found to give the best
description of the oalibration data over the entire oooling range

1was quadratic in (u)~.
--

1

A + BU"2" + au

The calibration constants A, B, a were calculated for a least
squares fit on the calibration data. The response of the hot
wire to the three velocity components is as in (eq.5.7).

u2 = .,; + G2
U
2 + K2v2

G and K values were obtained from the respeotive calibration
curves Flg.(17-c) at constant E2 as!

w
G - -- u J w

K = -V
Assumptions arc made about the shape of the velocity signals

to be able to evaluate mean and fluctuating veloc1ties, because of
the non linearity of the oa11bration curve.
made are given in detail by Syred (58).

5.4. 6 Analysis of Response Eguations.,
Cons1dering the instantaneous velocity veotors acting on eaoh

of the four positions in Fig.(17~b), the four response equations

All the assumptions

and effective cooling velooities aoting on eaoh measuring
position can be written aa:

tw-u)~
2 •••••••••• (5.8)
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U 2 = v2 + G2U2 + K~W2 ••••••••••2
U 2 v2 + G2 (v~~ + K2 (w+u)2
3 = 2 2 ••••••••••

U 2 .2 G2.2 K2 2
4 = v + w + u ••••••••••

(5.9)

(5.10)

In order to solve three unknown values, u,v,w, only three
equations are required out of four given above. Solving equations
(5.8), (5.10) and (5.11) simultaneously the following equations are
obtained f'oru, vi, v ,

2{G2_K2)
•••••••••• (5.12)

1
\

, [ 2 2 (G2 K2) (C 2 2 2)2 ( 2 2)2)~ (U +U )- + Ul +U3 -2U4 + U1 -U32 1 3 (G2_K2)

Different sets of expressions for U ,w,V can be obtained from
equations (5.8), (5.9) and (5.10). Depending on tho probe
positioning and the cha~aote~istic8 of'the f'lowf'ield either set
of'solutions can be chosen. It 1s advantageous to know the
~acteristic8 of the flow field bef'orehand so that the probe can
be aligned 1n the most suitable direction, s1nce the probe 1s most
sensitive to the max~um veloc1ty vector.

Detailed solution of the response equations for U,Wll and
their evaluation !'rom the relevant voltages are given in reference
(58).

A computer p~o~annne has been wri teen in FOCAL to solve the
two different sets of equations and compare the results.
A flow:chart of the programme 18 g1ven in Appendix 4.
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When a hot wire probe 1s used 1n a flow system which has a
different temperature than the calibration temperature, which is
often the case when the flow 1s generated by a blower, then it is
necessary to correct the calibration data to take this effect
~to account. A method of oorrection is given in Appendix 2.
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CHAPTER 6.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

6.1. Quali tative Flame Re su].ts.
Increase in rlame length Was one or the unportant indications

o~ the ~lame interaction in the mUlt1pleburner arrangements.
P(2) shows a photograph or the re~erence flame with moderate swirl
(S=0.37), AB can be seen from P(3) by the addition of a second
burner at a separation of 0.77 DE the overall visible flame length
waB increased. p(4) shows the overall visible flame length for a
three burner system with the same separation and P(5) for a five
burner systernwi th 61 = O.77 ~ and 62 = 1.50 DE' When these
photo~aphs are compared the increase or the flame length due to
the addition of another burner is clearlY evident. peG) and.

p(7) show two and three burner system at a closer separation
Considerable flame lengthening, due to burner

crowding, compared to reference flame is obvious. Comparison of
P(6) and p(7) to P(3) and p(4) indicates the effect of burner
separation on flame length.

Flame lengthening in multiple systems was found to be more
pronounced at low ~{irl levels. In three and.five burner systems
neighbouring flames tended to divert from their original axes
towards the centre flame and oscillations were set up particularly
at the flame tips. At low ~{irl levels low turbulenoe intensities
at the nozzle exit leads to instabilities in the flames.
6.2 9ualitative Results o~ Single Flame.

In most of the experiments presented in this chapter a
moderate swirl level (8=0.37) was chosen. The single flame,
which was taken as a reference flame for the multiple flames, waB
short, intense, steady and no~luminouB. Aa the degree of swirl
was reduoed the flame length was increased and the flame started
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becoming unsteady. This wae most significant at Bwi~l values
under 0.2. With any furthe~ dec~eaBe in the degree of swi~l the
flame was lifted-off the burner rim and eventually was blown off.
Accordingly the effect of any increase in swirl level was to
reduce the flame length. Inoreasing the swirl beyond this level
had no effect on the flame length. This oritioal swirl level was
above 0.6 fo~ the particular burner used. Experiments could not
be carried out without swirl due to the extreme instability of non-
swirling flames. To eliminate the effects of instability, swirl
levels lees than 0.2 were not employed in the multiple flame
systems.
6.3 Flame Stability.

Before going into any detailed investigation of the multiple
burner systems some preliminary single burner experiments had to
be performed with burners having diffusers of different half angles
in order to obtain a stable flame. 1he flame stability resulting
from a certain burner geometry can be characterised by the blow-off
velocity of the flame. With premixed flames it is the flow
velooity of the fuel-air mixture above which the flame extinguishes.
In the case of the particular diffusion flame used, the volumetric
flow rate of the air is 12 times more than the volumet~ic flow
rate of the fuel, therefore one has to refer to the a1r d1scha~ge
velocity because air is the component which con~ibutes the most
to the flow. Fig. (l8) shows the results of the blow-off tests
performed with burners having 10°, 20°, 350 diffuser half angles
at a high swirl level (8=0.57). As can be seen the burner with

othe 20 half angle diffuser showed higher stability in the fuel
lean ~egion oompared to the others. Since the size of the
recirculation zone is increased by increasing the diffuser angle
to an opt1mum limit, the main advantage of using dlffusvrs with
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an opt~um half angle iG to obtain good flame stabilization at
low degrees of swirl. In dlffusers having narrow angles the flow
Is attached to the walls of the diffuser. As the angle gets
larger than a critical value the flow separates from the walls of
the diffuser and this reduces the advantages attained by the use
of a diffuser.

Examination of the results of the blow-off limit tests showed
that the most stable flame could be obtained by using a burner
having a 200 half angle diffuser. Therefore burners having such
diffusers were used throughout the rest of this investigation.

A series of blow-off tests were performed for different burner
arrangements. Fig.(19) shows the result of the testa for two and

three burner in line arrangements having a separation of a = 0.25
DE and at moderate swirl level (8=0.37). Blow-off limits for the
reference flame at the sarne swirl level are given for comparison.
The reference flame was more stable in the fuel lean region. As
the number of burners Was increased the flame stability at the
same equivalence ratio was reduced and the blow-off limit curves
were shifted towards the fUel rich region with an increase in the
number of flames.

Another factor which affects flame stability is the degree
of swirl in the combustion air. It was observed that for three
burner systems at low swirl levels (S < 0.3) and minimum separ-
ation (a = 0.25 ~) the centre flame lifted-off the burner rim
and was blown-off frequently. At moderate (0.3 < S < 0.5) and
high (S > 0.5) swirl levels, no blow-off due to flame interaction
was found.

It is shown by previous workers (4), (53) that the direction
of swirl in multiple jet arrangements plays an important role.
If the adjacent jets are swirllng in the same directiou in other
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words swirling "out of mesh" the overall stability of the system
increases. That is beoause when the direction of rotation is
the same in the region where two jets interaot with each other, the
direotions of swirl velocity will be opposite and oonsequently the
shear f'oroes will be higher than "in mesh" swirling systems.
Theref'oI'ebUI'ners swirling "out of'mesh" have been used throughout
this research.

While considering the ef:f'ectsof flame interaction the
geometry of the burner arrangement must al.sobe considered.
Therefore at this point the terminology used for describing this
geometry mus t be explained. AB shown in Fig. (20) separation "a"
is defined as the rim to rim distance of adjacent burners measured
at the exit plane whereas pitch "P" is their centre to centre
distance. These values are normalized into a dimensionless form
by taking their ratio to the burner exit diameter. Thus

-a
=

where -a = separation oonstant.
= Pitch cons tant.

However the most characteristic parameter for the flames is the
throat diameter. Considering a multiple burner system with
diffusers having large half angles, if the bUl'ners are placed so
that they touch each other a will be equal to zero but the flames
will not necessarily be in direct contact, paI'tioularly if they
are contained only in the central region of the diffuser.
Therefore axial and radial distances within the flame are
normalised with the diameter of the burner throat (DT) as x/DT
and r/RT•
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6.4 Quantitative Results on Flame Length.
Flame lengths were determined both by lon~ exposure photo-

graphy and by gas chromatographic analysis. The end of the flame
was taken to be the point where CO concentration had decreased to

Fig. (21) gives the flame lengths determined by gas
chromatography as a funotion of burner separation and number of
burners. As a conseQuence of flame interaction, the overall
flame length was increased with a decrease in burner separation
~d increase in number of burners.
pronounced at low swirl levels.

When the flame lengths for the group of two burners were

These effects were more

plotted against the reciprocal of separation at different Bwirl
levels as in Fig. (22) and extrapolated to 1a = 0 the flame length
of the group arrangement was, as expected, seen to be the same as
that of a single flame at that swirl level.

The flame lengthening in multiple systems was due to delayed
combustion and reduced entrainment rate of the ambient air. The
air en~ained into the flame provides extra oxygen for combustion.
The presence of another flame in the near vicinity of a flame
decreases the surface area which is in direct contact with the
atmosphere and available for the entrainment of ambient air.
Especially the cen~e'flame of a multi flame arrangement has very
little surface area in contact with thd atmosphere and such flames
were seen to be the longest of the sets having the same swirl and

separation.
The observations made using stoichiometrio air supply showed

that the influence of burne~ separation and burner crowding were
more pronounced in the fuel rich flames because any amount of air
en~a1ned into the flame woUld contribute to the combustion
immensely. The flame lengths given in F1g.(21) are obtained
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ustng 20~ excess air.
I

~heretore the effects of crowding and

separatio.nwere less drastic, because any air entrained into the
flame contributed less to the percentage of the air already
pr~sent in the flame.

While comparing the lengths of different flames it was found
to be more convenient to deal with a variable which compares the
length of'a mul tiple flame to thet of'a single f'lame at the same
swirl rather than using the actual lengths of the flames expressed
in conventional un!ts of length.
f'aotor ~ termed

La =

where
Ls =

1m =

~ =

Therefore a dimensionless length
"peroent relative

1m - Ls
~

length" has been defined as

x 100

Single flame length.
Mu! tiple flame length.
Relative length in ~

When the dependance of'this f'actor was studied it was found
to vary inversely with the other dimensionless quantities like
swirl (S) and separation ratio (Re)' defined as

where
a =

=

Rim to rim distance of two adjaoent burners.
Diameter of'the burner exi t.

Therefore a general equation in the form of

K

was obtained where K is a proportionality constant.
This constant K was calculated by using the experimentally

obtained flame lengths and was found to be 2 for a two burner
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and 3 for a three burner syste~
reduced to

Therefore the equation was

n
R • Ss

where
n == Number of burners in a row.

It must be pointed out that this approximation is onlY valid
for burners in line. For B.IlY different burner arrangement this
relation will not hold due to the different entrainment character-
istics.
6.5 Temperature Distributions.

Radial temperature profiles for a highly swirling reference
flame at several axial positions are given in fig. (23). Since
the swirling flames have a relatively cool central oore, at the
axial positions close to the burner exit the temperature maxima
were located away from the burner axis. The maximum temperatures
were found to be higher than in a non-swirling flame. Temperature
maxima shifted towards the flame axis after about a distance ot

2 DT t:r om the burner exit. At high swirl levels due to the
presence of reoiroulation, hot oombustion produots from the down-
stream positions travel back to the nozzle exit and create higher
pre-heat temperatures and thereby approach theoretical flame
temperatures more closely.

The axial temperature profiles measured on the axis of the
datum flame for two and three burner systems at a moderate swirl
level (S = 0.37) and closest separation (a = 0.25 DE) are given
in Fig. (24). The temperature maxima were recorded further
downstream in multiple systems ae a result of the sh1fted reaction
zone due to delayed combustion. S1milarly slower deoay of
the temperature curves were noted, indicating slower oooling at
the downstream positions of the multiple systems as a result of
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reduced rate of entrainment of the surrounding air.
When the swirl level was decreased to 8 = 0.2, while all

other variables were kept the same as in the previous case, the
axial temperature profiles were as seen in Fig. (25). Since the
reaction zone was shifted further away from the burner exit, at
low swirl levels, due to reduced turbulent intensities, the
cambustion was delayed. As a result of that, the flames were
longer and the temperature maxima were also shifted further down-
stream. Much slower decay of temperatures at the downstream
positions were again due to reduced rate of entrainment of
surrO'\mding air. As can be seen from the figure these effects
get more and more pronounced as the number of burners was increased.

The effect of swirl on the centre flame temperature in a
three burner system \r.Lth a separation of 0.25 DE between the
burners is shown in Fig. (26). At a moderate swirl level
(S = 0.37) the temperature profile was more uniform and it gave
a maximum near the burner exit, at about 2 DT away from the exit
plane and then decreased smoothly. At a higher swirl level
(8 = 0.57), the temperatures were lower near the burner exit, they
gave a maximum at about3 DT away fram the exit and then decayed
much more rapidly compared to flames with lower Swirl. Low
temperatures near the burner exit were due to the cooling effect
of the high rate of entrained surrounding air and better mixing
encountered at high swirl levels as a result of the increased
turbulent quantities near the burner exit. Combustion took
place much more rapidly at high swirl levels therefore temper-
atures decayed much more rapidly at downstre~ positions.
Recirculation of the hot combustion products at high swirl helped
to preheat the fuel and air mixture and combustion Was faster
whereas at low swirl the temperatures near the burner oAit were
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also low but this is not due to high rate of entrained surrounding
air and its cooling effect, but due to poorer mixing between fuel
and combustion air supplied thus delayed combustion. When the
mixing between air and fuel is poor at molecular level they form
inflammable mixture much slower. Low turbulent intensities tend
to leave the small pockets of fuel away fram the contact of
combustion air longer time therefore the reaction zone at low
swirl levels was shifted away from the burner exit. The temper-
ature maxirnas were reached at about 6 to 7 DT downstream and then
decayed very slowly. This slower decay is due to the low rate
of entrainment of surrounding air owing to much lower turbulence
levels at downstream positions.

In Fig. (27), again the effect of swirl on the centre flame
temperature is shown for a five burner system. The centre and
the outer burners were separated by al = 0.77 DE and the outer
burners had a mutual separation of a2 = 1.50 DE. The temper-
atures were recorded at the same swirl levels as in the three
burner systern. A very similar trend in axial temperature profiles
was obtained as in Fig. (26) and the argument presented for the
three burner case is also valid for this system. The maximum
recorded temperature for the highly swirling flame system Was
shifted to 4 DT away from the exit plane as a consequence of the
shifted reaction zone. The decay of temperature at the do~
stream position Was much slower than it was in the three burner
system at all of the three swirl levels chosen, 1.e. in three
burner system the temperat~es at X = 16 DT were about 1005, 655
and 5500 C whereas in the five burner system at the same axial
position the corresponding temperatures-were about 1075, 970,

o870 C for the swirl levels 0.2, 0.37 and 0.57 respectively.
The only difference between the two systems Was the Lricr-ea aed
number of burners.
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level (S = 0.37). Here the axial temperature profiles for two

Fig. (28) shows the effect of burner separation on the centre
flame temperature in the ~ee burner system, at a moderate swirl

different separations and for the reference flame are given.
As the separation was increased fram a = 0.25 DE to a = 0.77 DE
the temperature profile took a similar form to that of the
reference flame. At a larger separation the shielding effect of
the side flames on the cen~e flame was reduced, also from the
aerodynamic point of view their mutual interference was less.
Therefore the centre flame, although was not as free as a single
flame, had a higher freedom compared to those with closer separ-
ation.

Fig. (29) shows the eff3ct of burner crowding on radial flame
temperature profiles measured at X = 1.8 DT• The flames were
moderately swirling (8 = 0.37) and had a separation of 0.25 DE.
Two and three burner systems gave higher radial temperature
profiles than a single flame. Higher temperatures on the axis
between the burners were due to the presence of an adjacent
burner. For the three burner system the temperature recorded
on the centre burner axis was 13200 C whereas on the outer burner

oaxis it was 1290 C. This was beoause the centre flame was
entraining more hot oombustion products whereas the outer burners
were more free to entrain air at ambient temperature.

As in the case of the flame length results it was decided to
deal with a variable which related the temperature in a multiple
flame system to the temperature at the same pOint in a single
flame which had the same degree of swirl. Therefore a dimension-
less temperature faotor ~R termed "peroent relative temperature"
has been defined as:

= x 100
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where
MUltiple flame temperature.
Single flame temperature.
Relative temperature rise r~

These relative temperatures are calcUlated and plotted for
a two burner system with a high swirl (S = 0.57) in Fig. (30).
It is seen that as the separation between the burne~s Was
increased the relative temperature rise decreased owing to tho
combustion conditions approaching that of a free single flame;
whereas when the two burners were brought closer together the
actual temperatures and thus the relative temperatures increased.
At an axial distance of 1.5 DT, all relative temperatures were low
beoause this was the point where combustion was most intense and
the temperatures were highest in a single flame.

When these percent relative temperatures are plotted for
two, three, four and five burner systems with S = 0.37 as in Fig.
(31) they are seen to be even higher. Thus an increase in the
number of burners increases the relative temperatures within a
system.

When Figs. (30) and (31) are compared it is seen that in a
two'burner system with high swirl at axial positions further than
X = 11 DT, the relative temperature curves start falling whereas
at a lower swirl level these ourves are steeply rising at the same
axial position. This indicates that at loW swirl levels the
temperatures are still rather high due to combustion being
uncompleted as well as due to the reduction in the amount of
entrainment of cold atmospherio air.

Fig. (3l) also shows the effect of separation on relative
temperature rise. The increase in relative temperatures
indicate the increase in actual temperatures compared with tho
single flame when' the burners are brought closer to each other.
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In Fig. (32) isotherms for a single swirling flame and in
Fig. (33.) isotherms f'or the three swirling flame system with a
separation of'a = 0.25 DE are sho~ When these two figures are
compared, in the three burner qystem very high temperature zones
at the earlY part of'the f'lames and very slower decay of temper-
atures along the f'lames can be seen. At the same axial positions
temperatures f'orthe outer flame were lower than the oentre flame.
Isotherms were not symmetrio around the axis between the burners
beoause the centre and the outer f'lames behaved diff'erently.
6.6 Gas Concentration Distributions.

The ef'f'ectof'burner crowding on radial gas concentrations
measured at X = 2.2 DT are Shown in Fig. (34). The flames were
swirling moderately (S = 0.37) and had a separation of a = 0.25 DE.
Oxygen concentrations are given in Fig. (34-a). At positions less
than r = 1.5 RT the single flame had a lower oxygen concentration
than two and three f'lame systems. The reason for this is that
the rate of'combustion was higher in the single flame due to
better mixing and oxygen Was consumed more rapidly at the inner
part of'the f'lrune.Af'ter ~ = 1.5 RT 02 conoentration increased
very rapidly due to high rate of entrainment of'the surrounding air
in the single flame and approached almost to atmospherio oxygen
ooncentration at r = 4 Rr In cases of the multiple flames O2
conoentration on the axis between the flames inoreased slightly
and then deoreased again due to the presence of another flame.
Fig. (34-b) shows the radial variations of'methane conoentration
in the same systems.

In case of the single flame the methane concentrations at
the flame axis Show that the majority of the gas injected has
already been mixed and reacted with the combustion air while the
amall amounts of'gas Which have been deflected and travelled towards
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the edge of the flame have remained unreacted. In the multiple
flame systems methane oonoentrations on the centre of the flame
were much higher compared to the single case as a result of poorer
mixing between fuel and combustion air and thus slower combustion.
As a consequence of flame interaction resulting in reduced amount
of entrainment much highe~ methane concentrations were recorded on
the axis between the burners. The corresponding carbon monoxide
and hydrogen concentrations are given in Fig. (34-0) and Fig. (34-d)

respectivelY. These gases were not supplied with the fuel but
produced in the flame as an intermediate product (CO) or due to
cracking of methane (H2) wliere combustion is not complete. The
fact that their concentrations on the flame oentre as well as at
the edges of the flames are much higher in the multiple systems
indicate the presence of flame interaction. All these radial
concentration profiles 1ndicate that the rate of entrainment of

\

the surrounding air and the rate of mixing wero greatly reduced
due to the crowding effect in the multiple systems. The presence
of higher fuel concentrations (CH4,H2 and CO) at the flame edges
of the multiple systems Was partly due to reduced entrainment
and consequently a reduced dilution effect; and partly due to
retarded combustion as a result of the presence of the low shear
region on the axis between the burners as a oonsequenoe of flame
interaotion.

The effect of burner separation on radial gas oonoentrations
for two and three burner systems measured at X = 2.2 DT and
moderate swirl level are shown in Fig. (35) and Fig. (36) respeot-
ively. [02 concentrations in Fig. (35-a) and Fig. (36-a), CH4
concentrations in Fig. (35-b) and Fig. (36-b), CO concentrations in
Fig. (35-c) and Fig. (36-c)J H2 concentrations in Fig. (35-d) and
F1g.(36-d)]. As the separation between the burners was inoreased
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the radial variations of the gas concentrations approached to
that of a single flame. Lower oxygen and fuel (CH4,CO, H2)
concentrations near the flame centre encountered at a wider
separation of a = 0.77 DE indicate that by moving burners further
apart the mixing and the rate of combustion were improved greatly.
Since each flame had more surface area available for entrainment
of the surrounding air the concentrations near the flame edges
showed the presence of larger quantities of entrained air. The
effect of separation on the oombustion of a three burner system
was much more pronounced oompared to that on a two burner system.

In Fig. (37) the effect of burner crowding on axial distri-
butions of gas concentrations are shown. In the multiple systems
as a consequence of flame interaction the combustion was delayed
as indicated by slower decay of methane along the axis Fig. (37-a)
as well as the presence of high CO and high H2 oonoentrations.
Fig. (37-b) and (37-c). The presence of high H2 and CO concen-
trations which are intermediate products of combustion were due
to the partial oxidation of methane. High concentration of
oarbon monoxide 1s consistent with the expected reduction of the
rate of mixing of the fuel and the combustion air. The amount
of ambient air entrained was less in the multiple systems as
indioated by lower 02 oonoentrations at the downstremn positions as
shown in Fig. (37-a). Aa expected this resulted in higher CO2
conoentration as shown in Fig. (37-b) due to less d1lution of
combustion products.

Fig.(38) shows the effeot of burner crowding an axial gas
concentrations at a lower swirl level (S = 0.2), when the burners
were separated by 0.25 DE. The concentration profiles show a
similar trend as in the previous case. But due to the reduced
degree of swirl the rate of oombustion Was even more delayed as
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Shown by much slower decay of CH4 concentration Fig. (38-b), along
the axis and the presence of higher CO concentration Fig. (38-a)
near the burner exit as well as along the axis. The measured
02 concentration Fig. (38-a) and CO2 concentration Fig.(38~b) at
the downstream positions indicated slower rate of entrainment of
surrounding air compared to a higher swirling system. As was
indicated in the flame length results these flames tend to be very
much longer than moderately and highly swirling flames. When the
concentration profiles of a low swirl system Fig. (38) is compared
with that of a higher swirl system Fig. (37), tho effect of burner
crowding on the scale of interaction was found to be more
pronounced at low swirl levels. S~ilar effects on axial oxygen,
methane and carbon monoxide concentrations for the three burner
system with a separation of a = 0.25 DE are seen in Fig. (39).
These results are given for two different swirl levels.

The effect of separation on axial distribution of the concen-
trations of oxygen, carbon monox1de, methane and carbon dioxide
is shown in Figs. (4D-a) and (4D-b) respectively for the three
burner system (8 = 0.37). At the closer separation a = 0.25 ~,
the flames affected each other more than at the wider separation,
a = 0.77 ~. Allen (4) showed that in multiple jet systems at
closer separations due to the aerodynamic interaot1on the velocity

gradients along the jet axis were very much lower. These low
':jfac1ientvelocitYAregions were associated with lower turbulent intensities

and subsequently these lead to poorer mixing. The ocourrance of
the measured gas concentrations were in close agreement w1th Allen's
aerodynamic results. The presence of higher methane and carbon
monoxide concentration at the closer separation at any axial
station showed that the turbUlent intens1ties we~e reduced by
bringing the burners oloser to each other. The increase in the
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rate of entrainment by moving the burners further apart was
indioated by higher reoorded 02 oonoentrations at almost all axial
positions.

Fig. (4l-a) and Fig. (41-b) again show the effect of separation
on axial 00-02 and OH4-C02 oonoentrations respeotively, for two
burner system (S = 0.2). Comparison of these figures with the..
groups of Figs. (40) and (41) shows that the effeot of separation
gets more pronounoed with a deorease in the degree of swirl.
6.7 Gas Conoentration Distributions for the Single Flame.

Radial profiles of gas concentrations for the single swirling
flrume (S = 0.37) whioh was taken as a reference flame in most of
the experiments are presented in Fig. (42) at three different axial
stations. In Fig. (42-a) very rapid deoay of methane ooncen-
tration on the burner axis can be seen. At an axial station
inside the burner diffuser X = -0.31 DT the centre methane
concentration was about 75% and withiil one throat diamoter distance
due to very rapid combustion and high rates of mixing this
concentration was reduced to about 0.75% at X = 0.62 DT•
Isothermal veloci~ measurements showed that radial velooity oomp-
onents were quite high in the cold jet Fig. ~3-c) and these
would be even higher in the flame due to acoelerat1on caused by

the combustion. Therefore the presence of high methane .onoe~
tration on the flame edges can be attributed to this high radial
component of velocity such that part of the fuel was carried
away towards the flame edge before it had a ohanoe to be burnt.
Even though the concentrations at the flame edges were not very
high; consideration must be given to the faQt that because of
the high rate of entrainment of the surrounding a1r the dilution
effeots will be more pronounced. This can be seen to be true
from the oxygen concentrations given in Fig. (42-d). T~erefore
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the presence of 6% methane in this oxygen rich region is ,.eqUiva-
lent to much higher methane concentrations in a region where the
entrainment effects are less pronounced.

Part of the unburnt fuel in the form of carbon monoxide
{as an intermediate product of combustion} and hydrogen (product
of cracking) are given in Flgs.{42-b) and (42-0) respectively.

\They both show very similar profiles at the same axial stations.
High concentrations of CO and H2 were present where the methane
concentration was low and vice versa. When these results are
compared to the amplitudes of temperature fluctuations measured by
Apak (69) Fig(45) it is seen that there Was a close resemblance
between the plots of the amplitudes of temperature fluctuations
and the concentration profiles for methane within a sruneflame.

Fig. (42-e) shows the profiles of CO2 concentratiOn. As
would be expected there Was very little CO2 inside the diffuser
where combustion had just started. It reached a higher level at
an axial station of X = 0.62 DT where the rate of combustion was
very high as could be seen fram methane concentration profile in
Fig. (42-a). At an axial station of X = 2.l8 DT CO2 concentration
was slightly decreased due to dilution as a result of the high rate
of entrainment of the surrounding air and also the profile was
spread over a larger cross sectional area. Fig. (42-f) shows the
profiles of N2 concentration. The regions which have more
entrained air can be seen where the N2 concentration has approached
to atmospheric nitrogen concentration.
6.8 Isothermal Velocity Distributions for the Single Jet.

Three mean velocity components in a cold annular air jet of
a single burner measured by a hot wire anemamete~ are presented
in this section. The velooities are normalized by initial
annular jet veloc1ty which Was calculated at the throat section
from the total air input.
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Fig. (43-a) shows the radial profiles of the relative mean
axial velocity for a moderately swirling annular air jet
(8 = 0.37) at four different axial stations. Velocity maxima
were recorded away fram the burner axis. These profiles are
very similar in nature to the mean axial velocity profiles
measured by Dvorak (70) under burning condi tiona Fig. (46) using
a laser dopIer anemometer. The velocities were considerably
higher under burning conditions due to the expansion and thus the
acceleration associated with combustio~ It must also be noted
that in the isothermal velocity measurements the central fuel jet
was not present and subsequently neither was its contribution to
the overall system. Negative velocit1e were recorded near the
burner exit both in cold and hot systems. The presence of a
recirculation zone at this swirl level (S = 0.37) was not
expected from a jet without a divergent diffuser.

The presence of reciroUlation at low swirl levels is a
characteristic of the burners with a diffuser. The reverse flow
zone created helps to stabilize the flame inside the diffuser by
reoirculating hot combustion products and pre-heating the cold fuel
and air issuing into the diffuser. The fuel jet was also noted
to spread radially outwards under the effect of the induced internal
reverse flow zone and when ignited gave a rapidlY mixed intense
flame as was verified by gas concentration measurements shown in
Fig. (42).

In Figs. (43-b) and (43-0) radial distr1butions of relative
mean tangential and.radial velocity components respectivelY for
the sarne system at the same axial stations. At the burner exit
(X = 0), each mean velocity component gave a maximum at a radial
distance corresponding to r/RE = 1which shows the effect of the
burner diffuser on the velocity distribution. All the mean
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veloci~ components decayed very rapidly in the axial direction.
Relative mean axial, tangential and radial velocity distri-

butions for a highly swirling (S = 0.57) cold annular air jet are
given in F1g.(44-a), (44-b) and (44-c) respectively at three
d1ffe~ent axial stations. Again maximum mean velocities were
recorded at r/RE = 1 near the jet exit.

In general any increase in the degree of swirl increases the
angle of spread of the jet thereby increasing the total available
surface area per unit volume of the jet for mixing with the
surrounding fluid.

The velocity ~adients near the jet exit are usually larger
at high swirl levels giving rise to higher shear stresses.
Turbulent intensities and conse~uently the rate of mixing also
increases with increasing the degree of swirl. A highly swirling
jet dissipates its turbulent energy much faster and at a shorter
distance from the ex!t compared to one with a lower swirl therefore
the velocites, the velocity gradients and resulting shear terms
will be less than they are in a weakly swirling jet at an axial
station aWay from the jet exit. The changeover point at which
the turbulence parameters of a swirling je t change from being
larger than they are for a weakly swirling jet, to smaller is
typically 3 and 5 jet diameters for the swirl numbers between
S = 0 to S = 0.6 as stated by Allen (4).

Radial profiles of mean axial velocity component at several
axial stations as measured by Dvorak (70) with the laser dopIer
anemometer, in the same burner system under burning conditions
is given in Fig. (46). A recirculation zone existed near the
burner exit. Velocities near the flame edges were found to be
almost doubled in magnitude compared to the isothermal veloc1~
measurements given 1n Fig. (43) measured by hot wire taneucme er.
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Apak (69) measured average t·emperatures·a.nd
amp11tudes of fluctuations with relevance to the formation. of
oxides of nitrogen in the same burner system at two different
swirl levels (S = 0.37 and S = 0.57). .hI:lplitudesof
temperature fluctuations as measured by Apak are shovm in Fig.
(45) in order to give complete picture of the single flame used in

the multiple flame studies. Apak concluded that on the flrune axis
the amplitudes of tempe~ature fluctuations were dependent on the

.magnitude of average temperature such that higher the average tem-
perature larger was the amplitude and vice versa.
6.9 ~ee of Oxidation,

Degree of oxidation, defined in Chapter (1), in the flames
was calcUlated using the measured gas chromatographio data. It

was taken as a good measure show1ng the degree of completion of
combus tion. The degree of oxidation along the flame axis for
single, two and three flame systems at a moderate swirl level
(S = 0.37) are given in Fi~.(47). In the case of a Single flame,
oxidation is almost complete at positions about eight throat
diameters downstream :t"romthe burner exit whereas in multiple
systems the oxidation is f.ound to be incomplete at distances
twice this value. This is an indication of delayed combustion in
multiple systems as a consequence of interaction. This delay
besides being due to reduced rate of entrainment is also due to
improper mixing of the combustion air with the fuel. Allen (4)
showed that in multiple jet systems due to the presence of
neighbouring jets the local velocities within a flame increased
with corresponding decrease in velocity gradients and shear stress
terms. Because the mixing within a flame is mostly as a result
of turbulent eddies set up by shear forces, lack of these causes
improper mixing. Since the rate of entrainment is simllarly
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reduoed the rate of oxidation is grossly reduoed. In Fig. (48)
the effect of separation on degree of oxidation along the oentre
flruneaxis in a three burnor system at a moderate swirl level is
seen. At a closer separation where a = 0.25 DE' the increase in
the degree of oxidation is much slower than it is in the oase of
a larger separation where a = 0.77 DE. At a large separation
although the mixing and the entrainment rates were reduced
compared to that of a single flame, as a result of reduoed
turbulence intensity and due to the presence of adjacent flames,
they were appreciablY higher than they are at a close proximity
system.

In Fig. (49) the degrees of oxidation along the flame axis
are given for a system which has a lower swirl (S = 0.2) and
olosest separation (a = 0.25 DE). The progress of combustion in
these cases is even slower than it is in the previous case.
Since with any reduotion in swirl the turbulence intensity is
also reduced, this leads to poorer mixing and thus to delayed
oombustion which is seen as a longer flame length.

Effect of burner crowding on radial degree of oxidation at
an axial station of X = 2.2 DT is shown in Fig. (50). In the
three burner system each flame was separated by 0.25 DE. The
degree of oxidation on the flame axis was very low in the three
burner system oompared to the single flame, since the progress of
oombustion is much slower in the multiple systems due to flame
interaotion. At about r = 2.5 RT b?th single and multiple
flames have a low degree of oxidation region and then it again
increases at the flame edges. That increase Is much faster and
nearer to complete combustion in single flame whereas it is
oomparatively slower in three flame system beoause of the
presence of another flame nearby. The low degree of oxidation
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region in the single flame oorresponds to the region where
turbulence intensities are low in a cold single jet as measured
by Allen (4).

Much lower values of the degree of oxidation in the three
burner system implies further reduction in the turbulence
intensities as a resul~ of flame interaction.
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6.10 Dilution and Mixing Factors.
In this section some factors calculated depending on the

measured gas concentration data have been presented. The defin-
itions of these factors have been given in section (1.6.5).
Fig.(51) shows the change in the degree of dilution with the
number of burners. When the value of the dilution factor is
greater than 1.0 the point in question is in the fuel rich region.
When this value approaches to zero the medium reaches to the
atmospheric conditions. MD = 1 indicates no entrainment of the
surrounding air. The single flame shows a very short fuel rich
zone. It entrains the surrounding air very rapidlY and approaches
to almost atmospherio conditions at about 10 DT downstream. Two
and three burner systems show a different behaviour. The fuel
rich zone extends up to 6 DT in the two burners and 8 DT in the
three burners whereas it is less than 1 DT in the single flame.
At about 16 DT the dilution in the multi burner systems have only
progressed half way. Effect of number of burners on the radial
values of the dilution factor is given in Fig. (52). The single
flame does not show any fuel rich zone at that particular axial
position. Beyond r = 2 RT it entrains air very rapidly and
approaches to complete dilution. In the three flame system a fuel
rich zone appears at the centre of the centre flame which extends
up to r = RT and before it ls diluted to a considerable extent the
fuel concentration again increases under the effeot of the adjac-
ent flame. The increase starts before the axis between the
burners where the interaotion is most intense.

The dilution factor along the single flame axis and along
the centre flame axis of the three burner arrangement at a lower
swirl level (S = 0.2) are shown in Fig. (53). The flames tend to
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have a longer fuel rich zone at low swirl. In the s1n.gleflame
this fuel rich zone extends up to 6 DT and ~ the three burner
arrangement up to 9 DT• Both flame systems show a slower approach
to atmospheric conditions compared to the correspond1ng flames
Fig.(5l), at a higher swirl level.

These results show that the degree of d1lution at a flame
point decreases as the number of burners increases and the degree
of swirl decreases.

Fig. (54) shows the radial distribution of the aerodynamic
mixing factor (MA) and Fig. (55) shows the corresponding stoichio-
metric mixing factor (MS). In a single flame, at the same axial
position, I~ ls always equal or greater than unity which indicates
the presence of just sufficient or excess amount of air over that
required to complete the co.nouat Lon, In the three flame arrange-
ment MS is always less than unity which indicates insufficient
amount of air to complete the combustion. The value of MA at
the centre of the single flame is equal to unity where the mixing
between the fuel and the combustion air is completed. Between
the centre and I' = 2.5 RT the mixing between the fuel and the
input air is not yet complete but not far from the complete
mixing, beyond I' = 2.5 RT, the flame entrains great amounts of
atmospheric air. This has also been shown by the dilution
factor in Fig. (52). The three burner system is far from the
complete mixing at all pOints, at this particular axial posit1on.
The mixing of the fuel with the combustion air is very low
espeoially near the axis of the centre flame and around the axes
of the adjacent flames. The value of the stoichiometric mixing
factor reaches to almost unity at about r = 1.5 RT where the
dilution factor is also about unity.
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vVhen the adjacent burners are far apart the large seale
mixing between the fuel and the air increases greatly. F1g.(56)
shows the effect of burner separation on aerodynamic mixing
factor for the three burner systeU4 The burner arrangement with
the separation of a = 0.77 DE shows appreciablY better mixing
compared to the arrangement having a separation of a = 0.25 DE.

Schematic flow patterns for a single swirling flame and for
three swirling flame system have been postulated from the measured
and computed data coupled with visual observations obtained by
introducing NaCl into the flames and arc g1ven in Figs. (57-a)
and (57-b) respectively. As shown in Fig. (57-b), mass transter
between the adjacent jets is expected but the amount and tho
direction ot the mass transfer needs to be stud1ed separately to
prove the validity ot this postulat1on.
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CHAPTER 7.

CONCLUSIONS

.An experimental study of the interaction in the multiple
turbulent gaseous diffusion flames was the main concern of the
research programme. The influence of the number of burners, their
separation and the degree of swirl on the interaction of the
multiple flames for different configurations has been investigated.
A single flame has been studied as a reference flame to provide
information for the comparison with the multiple systems.

Multiple flames were found to be less stable against blow-
off compared to a single flame and the blow-off limit curves
shifted towards the fuel rich region as the swirl was reduced.
At loW swirl levels and minimum separation the centre flames
were lifted off the burne~ ~1m and were frequentlY blown-off.

Considerable increase in the flame length was one of the
indications of the flame interaction in the multi~le burner
arrangements. As a consequence of the flame interaction overall
visible flame length increased with a decrease in the burner
separation and increase in the number of burners. These effects
were even more pronounced at low swirl levels. In the three and
the five burner systems neighbouring flames tended to diverge fram
their original axes towards the centre flame and osoillations were
set up particularly at the flame end. At separations more than
four exit diameters no Visible flame lengthening WaS observed.

Changing the burner spacing and the number- of burners
resulted in very distinct changes in the flame temperatures.
The temperatures measured on the axis of the datum flame, show
that the temperature maxima are recorded at further downstream
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in the multiple systems as a result of the shifted reaction zone
due to delayed combustio~ Slower decay of the temperature
ourves indicate slower cooling at the downstream positions of the
multiple systems. Beyond a = 2·oDE no ef'f'ectof'neighbouring
flames on flame temperature are noticeable.

The gas concentration measurements all indicate that with
the burner crowding the rate of'entrainment of the surrounding air
and the rate of mixing are greatly reduced. Presence of'high
unburnt fuel and low oxygen concentrations on the axis between the
flames is due to reduced entrainment and consequently reduced
dilution effect; and partly retarded combustion as a result of
the expeoted low turbulence intensities. In the multiple systems
the decay of the methane concentration is slower, and the rate of
carbon monoxide formation is higher along the flame axis compared
to the single f'lame. These ef'fects are more pronounced at
closer separations and at low degree of swirl. At separations
larger than ~a = 2 DE no interaction is noticeable.

Swirl greatly increases the mixing characteristics and
consequentlY the rate of combUstion of a flame particularly in
the region close to the nozzle. The multiple flames that have a
low degree of swirl show markedlY higher interaotion than the
moderate or highly swirling flame systems. The degree of swirl
alsO increases the rate of oombustion by increasing the rate of
entrainment of the surrounding air into the flames.

The multiple flame systems show a slower approach to
complete combustion Indicat~d by N = 1. The dilution factor
tends to be higher at the downstream positions of the multiple
systems which indicates a smaller amount of the entrainment of
the surrounding air.
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The degree of dilution at a flame point is decreased as the
number of burners is increased and the degree of swirl is
decreased.

When the adjacent burners are far apart the large scale
mixing between the fuel and the air is increased greatly.

The following general conclusions can be dravv.nfrom the
results of this investigation:
1. Multiple flames are less stable against blow-off, central

flames can be lifted-off the burner rim when surrounded by
other flames.

2. For flames separated by more than two burner exit diameters
there was no significant interaction. As flames are brought
together from x/DE = 2 interaction increases and reaches a
maximum when burners are adjacent to one another.

3. Burner crowding reduces large scale mixing and entrainment
of air from the surroundings, thus delaying the oombustion.

4. Swirl greatly increases the mixing charaoteristics and the
rate of combustion within a flame.

5. The interaction effects become more pronounoed as the swirl
number is decreased.

6. Burners with 20 degrees diffuser half angle show better
stability compared to burners with smaller or larger angled
diffusers.

7. In predicting flame length for multiple burners, account
must be taken of the increase in flame length aB a consequence
of separation distance of other flames. Increase in flame
lengths can result in severe damage to combustion chambers.

\
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CHAPTER 8.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

The scope of this research project was proposed by the
Ministry of Defence (Ships) which was partly a continuation of
the investigation carried out by Allen (4), who has provided
isothermal data on multiple jet systems. But the systems studied
were not the same in the two investigations thus it is difficult
to relate these two sets of results. In order to complete the
set of data on multiple jet systems under burning oonditions
measurement of flame velocities with the laser doppler technique
developed within the Department (70) would be most valuable to
provide information on a newly explored field of combustion.

A study of the mixing oharacteristics under burning conditions
in the same multiple jet system would be very interesting. A
radioactive tracer gas technique can ~e used for this purpose.
To measure the amount of mass transferred between the adjacent
flames a tracer gas can be injected into a burner and its presenoe
and concentration can be searched for in the surrounding burners.
This investigation can be done both for "in mesh" and "out of
mesh" swirling jet systems.

There are certain dirtioulties associated with ~noorporating
swirl and combustion. Vfuereas much progress in the field of
turbulence models is currently taking place, very little attention
is paid on recirculating combustion systems. The present
investigation accompanied with (69) and (70) presents a set of
data (time mean concentrations, mean temperatures and amplitudes
of temperature fluctuations, mean and fluotuating three component
velocities under cold and burning conditions) for a single
swirling diffusion flame with recirculation. These de+.a can be
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used to test the validity o~ an existing combustion model or for
the ~ormulation of a new model. The most valuable attempt would
be to extend the turbulence model for chemically reacting system
developed by Bray (75), (76), (77), to cover swirling diffusion
~la~es with recirculation. The above mentioned data can help
to construct and check the validity of the model.

An investigation can be perf'ormed in order to make an exact
calculation of the radiation from the multiple ~lames under
various conditions. In order to make an exact calculation of
the radiation ~rom the ~lames and the gases, it is necessary to
know the temperature, the relative posi tions o~ emitting and
absorbing media and their eroissivities and absorbtivities as well
as the local velocities. The local emissivities of'luminous,
turbulent diffusion ~lames are little kno~ I~ a sufficiently
accurate calculation of the burning rate and the distribution o~
the combustion products could be made, the temperature field and
the distribution of emissivity uould be obtained. The emission
of a luminous flame depends on the number of carbon particles, and
their number varies greatly with the conditions under Which the
combustion occurs. It is influenced, for instance by the mixing
of'air and the combustible gases and by the temperature of both
components. AB long as these conditions cannot be predicted,
there is no possibility of oalculating the radiation from a f'lame
exactlY. The faint bluish shin~ which natural gas emits and
which is called "chemoluminosity" arises fro'1lthe chemical
reaotions within the gaseous components. Such flames do not have
a high radiating ability, but under certain conditions, such as
when the number of'burners are increased or when the swirl level
is decreased some luminosity is observed in the flames, due to
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the formation of carbon partioles which glow in the flame and give
it the yellowish colour, thus increasing the rate or radiation
from the flames. A study of the amount of radiation heat loss
from the multiple flame systems can have both praotical and
theoretical value.
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p.(l.a) Babcock & Wilcox Marine Boiler.
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P.(5) Five flames (a = 0.37), (al = 0.77 DE'

a2 = 1.50 DE).

P.(6) Two flames (S = 0.37), (a = 0.25 DE).

P.(7) Three flames (8 = 0.37), (a = 0.25 DE).
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APPENDIX 1.

COMPOSITION OF NATURAL GAS

Baeten Easingten

N2 1.54 1.20
CO2 0.05 0.50
CO - -
H2 - -
CH4 94.2 94.3
C2H6 3.30 3.20
C3H8 0.61 0.58
iso-C4 0.08 0.08
n-c4 0.12 0.11
C5 0.07 0.06
av (Btu/6ft3 dry) 1043 1042
S.G.(dry/dryair) 0.591 0.594

Natural gas was supplied fram two terminals, and the figures
Quoted (%v/v) are an average of one month's results. The major
difference between the two gases is the CO2 oontent. Chromate-
graphic analysis for CO2 is a quick check on gas sour-ce,

A.l.



APPENDIX 2.

CORRECTION OF WIRE CONSTANTS FOR VARIATIONS
IN GAS TEMPERATURE

When a hot wiPe p~obe is used in a flow of a diffe~ent
tempe~ature than the cal1b~at1on tempe~ature, which is often the
case when the flow is gene~ated by a fan, then it is essential to
correot the calib~ation data to take this effect into account.

A constant-temperature hot wire anemometer is designed to
maintain the tempe~ature of the wire constant unde~ changing
ambient flow conditions. Therefore observation of the output
voltage of a hot-wire anemometer only does not help to separate
effects due to change in flow velocity o~ a ohange in flow temper-
a tur-e, There are many situations, as it has been in this
research, whe~e the ambient temperature of the flow does not
remain constant and whe~e considerable error can be introduced
into the measurement of flow velocity.

The basic response of the hot wire anemometer can be
described by King's law, which relates the Nussult number Nu,
to the Reynolds number, Re, of the flow around the wire.

Nu 1:1 •••••••••• (A2.l)
where

Nu = Re -- eU d
J.L

At and B' are wire constants, Rw is wi~e ~esistance E 1s the
b~idge voltage, l is hot-wire length. From equation (A2.1)

cP Ud)i'
J.L ••••••••• (A2.2)

In the above equation, k, p and ~ are all evaluated at
tempe~ature T which is a tempe~ature cha~aoterlstio of the flow
around the wire. For al~ the grou~ k(p/J.L)t has a very little

A.2.



dependence (54) on fluid temperature. Thus for a wire at a
I

fixed temperature equation (A2.2) becomes:

E2 - k (T - T )A" + (T -T )BItui- w a w a
,••••••••••

The flow properties have been evaluated at the wire surface
temperature Tw' as suggested by Davies and Fisher (74).
constant wire temperature equation (A2.3) becomes

E2 =. A + B u7.h ••••••••••

At a

At two different ambient temperatures hot wire anemometer
response equation will be (73)

~ = A + B ut + 0

~ =
at temperature Ta

1
•••••••••

••••••••

(A2.5)

(A2~6)
where

let

cCl = •••••••••• (A2.7)

= e

and. e

where e is the overheat ratio. Therefore equation (A2.7) C~ be
written as follows:

e - 1 =
(1

e - 1 + E (1 + e •••• (A2.8)

wheI'e o = e - 1
Substituting eq.(A2.8) back into eq.(A2.4) gives

~ ~ A (0 ~ e) + B 0 ~ e /n •••••••••• (A2.9)
Now let

........... (A2.10)



wheI'e = the bridge voltage 1n the absence of any
tempera ture change,

OE = variation in bridge voltage with the tempe~ .
ature ohange,

Substituting eq.(A2.10) into eq. (A2.5)
1

A + B U~ ••••••••••• (A2.11)
and oombining equations (A2.1l) and (A2.g)

~ = (1+ ~) {~ - oE)2
0

and
t

~ = (1 + ~) Eo ••••••••••• (A2.12)
If the ohanges in stream temperature, (T - T ), is smallal a2compared with the differenoe between wire temperature and stream

tempeI'ature, that means Bfa is small, thus equation (A2.l2)
beoomes

••••••••••• (A2.13)

By Bubstituting the value of Eo in equation (A2.5) the correct
velocity oan be fo~



APPENDIX 3.

The programme is written in Focal and calculates the actual
gas temperature by solving equation (5.3) for TQ• To do this the
physical properties of the gas at the point had to be known.

The concentrations measured by the gas chromatograph are at
dry basis. First the v~ter content is calculated by making N2,,
02 and carbon balance and all concentrations are converted to wet
basis. Mixture viscosity and thermal conductivity are calculated
using Wilke and Mason-Saxena equations.ns siven in Ret. (65)

- ,
respectively. Mixture density, molecular weight and specific
heat are calculated by taking a Weighed average of these properties
at the temperature and pressure in question.

Using these computed properties mixture heat transfer
coefficient and effective junction emissivities are calculated
to be inserted into equation (5.3).

Having fed the necessary data aerodynamic and stoichio-
metric mixing factors and degree of oxidation are also calculnted
in this programme.



CALCULATE
WATER
CONTENT

RECALCULATE
CONCENTRA-

TION

CALCULATE
AERODYNAMIC
M IX ING FACTOR

CALCULATE
DEGREE OF
OXIDATION

CALCULATE
GAS MIXTURE
VISCOSITY

OUTpUT

RESULTS

CALCULATE
TRUE GAS
TEMPERATU

CALCULATE
CONVECTIVE
HEAT TRANSFE
COEFFICIENT

CALCULATE

EFFECTIVE
EM 1551 V ITY

CALCULATE
M fXTURE
SP. HEAT

CALCULATE
MIXTURE
DENSITY

CALCULATE
EFFECTIVE
MOL.WEIGHT

CALCULATE
GAS MIXURE
THERMAL CON-
DUCTIVITY

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM. . .
FOR CORRECTON OF RECOROED TEMPERATURES.
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APPENDIX 4t..

Two programmes are v~itten in FOCAL to calculate the iso-.
thermal velocities of the annular air stream. First programme
calculates the calibration constants to be used in the second
programme for calculating the three component mean velocities.

Programme (1) calculates the calibration constants A,B,C
in the calibration equation (5.6). First the ambient temperature,
pressure and a set of calibration data (anemometer D.C. voltage E
and NFL pitot pressure readings in m.m. H20 corresponding to
flowrates) are fed. Then the computer converts the pressures
to flowrate data and does a least squares fit on the given data
to obtain the constants A,B,C. As a check on the calculated
constants the D.C. voltages are recalculated using equation
(5.6) and compared to the D.C. voltages previously fed in as data.
Within the calibration range used comparison of two sets of
voltages show a very close fit of the calibration equation.

Programme (2) Uses the calibration constants calculated by
the previous programme to compute meun and fluctuating velocities

~ depending on the hot wire anemometer data.
Because the voltage readings of a hot wire anemometer are

highly dependent on the flow temperatures a temperature
correction is introduced for voltages to take into account the
changes in temperature.

After this the programme is a straight forward solution of
the equations (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14), for mean velocities and
the equations given by Syred (58) for the turbulent parameters.



Since this programme nssumes thnt the three out of the four
output voltages are in phase the errors in computntion of tho
turbulent parameters can be grossly in error and therefore they
are not used for any interpretation.
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CALCULATE
FLDWRATES

CALCULATE
AIB.& C

RECALCU LATE
D.C. VOLTAGES'
USING A,BIC &
r-LOWRATES

WRITE
CALCULATED
AND GIVEN
VOLTAGES

STOP

PROGRAtv1-l." FLO'!/ DIAGRAM OF COMPUTER
tl'

PROGRAf\A FOR CALCULATING THE CABRATION
CO~JSTANTS.
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L.L+I

MA.l(E
TEMPEPATURE
CORRECTION

CALCULATE
MEAN & FLUCT lA
TING VELOCITIES

CALCULATE
KINETIC ENERGY
& TURBULE

INTENSITY

STOP

FIND
DIRECTION OF

FLOW

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE
VELOCITIES.
PROGRAM -2
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